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1. INTRODUCTION 
Data collected over time are often modeled by a regression equation 
In which the errors are correlated over time. These regressors some­
times include variables such as time trend. Very often the errors are 
modeled as an autoregressive process. The estimation of such models 
require estimation of the coefficients of the Independent variables and 
of the parameters of error process. 
One method of estimation consists of two steps. In the first step 
the errors are assumed to be uncorrelated over time and preliminary 
estimates for the regression parameters are obtained. Then using the 
residuals from the first stage regression the parameters for the error 
process are estimated. Using the estimates of the varlance-covarlance 
structure of the error process, In^ roVed estimates for the regression 
parameters are obtained using generalized least squares. The two step 
procedure gives estimators which are a8ynq>totically equivalent to 
generalized least squares estimators constructed with known covarlance 
structure when the errors are stationary and the form of the autocor­
relation is known to depend on a finite number of parameters. 
If the error process is assumed to be an autoregresslon of finite 
order, then it Is possible to estimate the parameters of the error 
process and the regression parameters simultaneously. This procedure 
involves incorporating the autoregressive structure of the error process 
into the model and rewriting the model equation as an ordinary regres­
sion model. But the new model equation contains the lags of the 
dependent variable and is also nonlinear in the parameters. 
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In Chapter 3, we derive asynptotlc results for the least squares 
estimator of the parameters of a linear model with coefficients that are 
subject to nonlinear restrictions. The limiting distribution of the 
nonlinear least squares estimator Is given In terms of the limiting 
distribution of the least squares estimator obtained without the 
restrictions. 
The results obtained in Chapter 3 apply to any linear model with 
nonlinear restrictions. The application of these results to the 
regression model with autocorrelated errors is discussed in Chapter 4. 
In Chapter 5 we report the results of a Monte Carlo experiment 
tconducted to study the behavior of the estimators in moderate sized 
samples. 
1.1 The Model 
Let {Y^ , t - 0, ± 1, ...} be a time series defined on some 
probability space. Suppose {Y^ } satisfies the model 
( 1 . 1 . 1 )  
where {e^ } are uncorrelated (0, o^ ) random variables, and 
^^ tl' ^  ***' are either fixed or random sequences. If a 
regressor is random, it is assumed to be independent of the 
sequence {e^ } . The parameter vector jq - (oj^ , ..., a^ , , ..., 
is assumed to be in a convex subset, n , of , where R^  ^
denotes the p + q dimensional Euclidean space. The true value of n 
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Is denoted by and assumed to be In the Interior of 0 . The model 
(1*1.1) is a p-th order nonhomogeneous stochastic difference equation 
and the corresponding characteristic polynomial is 
m^  - E • 0 . (1.1.2) 
j-1  ^
Let m^ i m2> ..., denote the roots of (1.1.2), where 
l°ll * l°2l  ^  ^l°pl • 
We will consider the model in (1.1.1) with the restrictions 
£(3) - [f^ (jg), ..., fj.(Tj)]' - 0 , (1.1.3) 
where for each i , f^  is a nonlinear function of the parameters 
n and n' • (a,, ..., a, y., ..., Y_) • An example of a model (1.1.1) A# X y 1 p 
with nonlinear restrictions is a regression model with autocorrelated 
errors. That model is defined by 
\ • jfj hh± * "t • 
(1.1.4) 
"t - J, Vt-s *'t • 
where {e^ } is a sequence of uncorrelated (0, a^ ) random variables, 
i • 1, 2, ..., 1} are fixed sequences and {3^  , 1 " 1, 
2, ..., 2} are the regression parameters. We can rewrite (1.1.4) as 
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I 
Y 
or, as 
'T • i - J, JI * J. ^ »« • 
The model (1.1.5) Is a nonlinear model and can be written as 
where 
°lj- " ^1 ' J " ° ' i • 1» 2, ..., A 
— YjS^ » j"l»2, ...,p, 1 " 1» 2, ..., & (1.1.7) 
• ''t-j 1* 1"1>2, ...,£, j "0» 1» 2, ..., p « 
The model (1.1.5) Is written as a linear model In (1.1.6) with param­
eters that satisfy the restrictions (1.1.7). The model described by 
(1.1.6) and (1.1.7) Is of considerable interest to us, but results are 
obtained for the general model described by (1.1.1) and (1.1.3). 
1.2 linear Models 
The model (1.1.1) was considered by Fuller, Hasza, Goebel (1981). 
They derived the asyngitotic distribution of the least squares estimator 
of the parameter vector n under some mild regularity conditions on 
{iptiî 1 - 1, 2, ..., q) . The limiting distribution was shown to be 
multivariate normal when the largest root m^  of (1.1.2) is less than 
one in absolute value. When the largest root is equal to one in 
absolute value and all the other roots are of absolute value less than 
one, the limiting distribution is not normal. The case when all the 
roots are less than one in absolute value is known as the stationary 
case. The limiting distribution of the least squares estimator for the 
stationary case has been investigated by several authors. Mann and Wald 
(1943) considered the model with restricted to the constant 
function. The limiting behavior of the least squares estimator for the 
stationary case in the presence of nonconstant ijj-variables was studied 
by Anderson and Rubin (1950), Koopmans, Rubin, and Leipnik (1950), Rubin 
(1950), Hannan and Nicholls (1972), Reinsel (1976) and Fuller (1976). 
The estimation of the model when at least one of the roots is greater 
than one in absolute value has been studied by Anderson (1959), Rao 
(1961), Stigum (1974), Venkataraman (1967), Narasimham (1969), Hasza 
(1977), and Rao (1978). The case when the model includes polynomial 
trends in time and one of the roots is greater or equal to one in 
absolute value was studied by Dickey (1976), Fuller (1976), Dickey and 
Fuller (1979), Hasza (1977). Fuller, Hasza, and Goebel (1981) give a 
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unified treatment of limit theorems for the least squares estimator. 
The details of the developments will be given later. 
1.3 Nonlinear Models 
The linear model with nonlinear restrictions described by (1.1.1) 
and (1.1.3) can also be written as a nonlinear model when It Is possible 
to substitute the restrictions Into the model equation. In the special 
case of regression with autocorrelated errors, the resulting model 
equation Is given by (1.1.5). We can rewrite (1.1.5) in the form In 
which nonlinear models are usually presented, as 
- *(Z^ , a) + e^  (1.3.1) 
where 
t^ " (^ ti t^-p,&' Vi' •••' Vp^  * 
The limiting properties of the least squares estimator of n when 
does not contain any lags of the dependent variables has been 
Investigated by several authors. An account of the developments. 
Including the multivariate case, may be found in Gallant (1986). The 
limiting distribution of the least squares estimator when the error 
process {u^ } satisfies some mixing conditions are derived in White and 
Domowltz (1984). Their results do not cover the case when the 
polynomial (1.1.2) has a unit root or the case where the vector 
7 
defined In (1.3.1) contains some regressors, such as time trend, with 
sum of squares Increasing at a rate different from n . 
We obtain limiting results for the least squares estimator of the 
model (1.1.1) subject to the restrictions (1.1.3). The results for the 
asynqitotlc distribution of the restricted least squares estimator are 
given in terms of the asymptotic distribution of the unrestricted least 
squares estimator. 
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2. SOME RESULTS IN MATHEMATICS AND PROBABILITY 
In the developments In the subsequent chapters we shall need some 
results concerning matrices and probability limits. In this chapter we 
list those results for ease of reference. Some of the results are 
available In the literature In the form as stated and some are not. 
When the results are available In the stated form, we give the relevant 
reference. 
The following result concerns the Inverse of a partitioned 
matrix. See for exao^ le, Rao and Mltra (1971, page 41). 
Theorem 2.1.1. Let A be q k x k , nonslngular matrix partitioned as 
where A^  ^ Is p x p and of rank p , p < k . Suppose all the 
Inverses occurring In the expression below exist. Then 
2.1 Partitioned Matrices 
A -
1^ 2^ 
1^ 2^ 
( 2 . 1 . 1 )  
\ / 
4: * 4X21'%^! - 4X21" 
( 2 . 1 . 2 )  
Q rl / 
where Q "  ^AXz * 
Proof. By direct multiplication it can be verified that AB «• BA > 1 . 
Theorem 2.1.2. Let A be a k x k matrix partitioned as in Theorem 
2.1.1. Suppose A^  ^ is of rank p and A^  ^= 0 . Further, assume 
that A^ 2 full column rank and Ag^  ^ is full row rank. Then A is 
nonsingular and 
A ^  -
1^ " ^ 1^ 2^ 1^^ 1^ 2^  1^^ 1 ~ ^ 1^ 2^ 1^^ 1^ 2^  
" ^ 1^^ 1^ 2^  1^^ 1 
(2.1.3) 
Proof. Under the assuiq>tions of the theorem we see that all the 
inverses required in the expression (2.1.2) exist. Since A^  ^= 0 the 
expression (2.1.2) reduces to (2.1.3), we have the theorem. Q 
Theorem 2.1.3. Let A be a k x k , nonsingular matrix partitioned as 
in Theorem 2.1.1. Suppose A^ ^^  and Agg are both nonsingular. 
Suppose the inverse of A is partitioned as 
-1 
A - B 
B 11 
B, 
'21 
»12 
«22 
/ 
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Then 
(1) and are nonslngular. 
(11) Ajj - (Bjj - ®I2®22®21^  2^ " ^*22 " ®21®11®12^  
Proof. See Grayblll [1981, Theorem 1.3.1]. 
Theorem 2.1.4. Suppose that D Is an r x k matrix of rank r and 
A Is a k X k nonslngular matrix. Let L be a (k - r) x k matrix 
such that the k x k matrix (D': L') Is of full rank. Then 
(1) nA~^ D* Is nonslngular, 
and 
(11) (IIA~^ D')"^  - CAC' - CAM'(lIâM')~Wc' , 
where C Is r x k and M Is (k - r) x k matrix such that 
(D' : L')""^  
M 
V 
Proof. Proof of (1) is immediate. We have 
/ \ 
-1 / D 
A~^  (D'; L') - (D': L*)~^ A 
D 
I'•J L I 
-1 
11 
M 
A (C: M») 
CAO* GAM' 
MAC NAM' / 
Also, 
D 
L 
A"^ (D': L') 
/  - 1  - 1  
DA D* DA L' 
LA"^D' LA~^L' 
Now (11) follows using Theorem 2.1.3 for the partitioned matrix given 
above. • 
Theorem 2.1.5. Suppose L and D are two matrices of dimension 
k X (k - r) and k x r , respectively, such that the k x k matrix 
(D': L') is of full rank. Let 
[Pj^, Pg] - (L(L'l)~^L', D(D'D)"V] 
and (Q^ , Q^ ) - (I^  - P^ , - P^ ) , where is the k-dlmensional 
identity matrix. Then 
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(1) the column space of L and the columns space of D are 
virtually disjoint (That is, the only vector common to the column 
space of L and the column space D is the null vector.); 
(ii) L'QgL and D Q^ D are nonsingular; 
(iii) (I^  - and (I^  - are nonsingular; 
(iv) ML'QgD-'Wg - (Ifc - W'Vlfc - W "-i 
IK»'V'"'»'"!. • - w 
(v) the characteristic roots of P^ P^  and P^ P^  all lie in the 
interval [0, 1) . 
Proof. The proof is given in Afriat (1957, Theorem 3.2, 4.2, 5.1). 
Theorem 2.1.6. Let A , B and C be matrices of proper dimensions 
such that 
A - BC . 
Assume that C is a square matrix of full rank. Then a generalized 
inverse of A is given by 
A" = C"^ B" 
where B is any generalized inverse of B . 
Proof. We have, 
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A(C"^B")A - BC(C"^B~)BC 
- bb'bc 
- BC . • 
Theorem 2.1.7. Let A be a k x k matrix and let , ..., denote 
the characteristic roots of A . Suppose for each 1 , Is real and 
e [0, 1) . Then the following are true. 
(1) (I - A) is nonsingular. 
— 1 —1 (11) The characteristic roots of (I - A) are given by (1 - X^ ) , 
1 * 1 * 2j . . . ; k . 
(Ill) max (1 - X.) ^  - (1 - max X.) ^ . 
KKk KKk 
Proof. 
Proof of (1): Let 8 be a characteristic root of (I - A) . Then 
|l - A - 0l| - 0 , 
where for any square matrix B , |b| denotes the determinant of B . 
But we have, 
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|i - A - ei| - 0 
If and only If 
|A - (1 - e)l| - 0 
If and only If (1 - 9) .is a root of A . Therefore, {(1 - X^ ): 
1 1, 2, k} are the characteristic roots of (I - A) . Since 
G [0, 1) for i - 1, 2, ...» k , we have that (1 - X^ ) > 0 for 
1-1, 2, ...,k. Therefore, (I - A) is nonsingular. [See, for 
example, Rao (1965, page 38).] 
Proof of (ii): Let 6 be a characteristic root of (I - A) ^  . Then 
I(I - A)"^  - ôl| - 0 . 
But, 
|(I - A)"^  - fil| - 0 
if and only if 
|l - 6(1 - A)I - 0 , 
if and only if 
I (I - A) - 6"4| - 0 , 
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if and only If 6 ^  Is a root of (I - A) . Therefore {(1 - X^ ) 
1 - 1, 2, ...» k} are the characteristic roots of (I - A) ^  . 
Proof of (111): Since (1 - x) ^ Is an Increasing function of x In 
the Interval [0, 1) we have, 
max (1 - X.) ^ = (1 - max X,) ^ . • 
KKk  ^ KKk 
Theorem 2.1.8. Let A be a k x k matrix with real roots and let 
Xj^  > ... > X^  denote the characteristic roots of A . Suppose 5 Is a 
real number such that 6 + X^  * 0 for 1 = 1, 2 k. Then 
{(6 + Xj^ ) ^  : 1 -1, 2, ..., k} are the characteristic roots of 
(A + 61)"^  . 
Proof. For any 0 , 
I (A + 51) - 8l| - 0 
If and only If 
|A - (0 - 6)l| - 0 , 
if and only If (0 - 6) • X^  , for some i , 1 < 1 < k . Therefore 
£Xj +6; 1 " 1, 2, , k} are the roots of (A + 61) . Since for 
each 1 • 1, 2, ..., k X^  + 5 * 0 , A + 61 is nonslngular. (See, for 
example, Rao (1965, page 38).] Now for any x * 0 , 
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|(A + 61)"^  - xl| - 0 
If and,only if 
|l - x(A + 6I)| - 0 , 
if and only if 
|a + 61 - x"4| - 0 , 
if and only if x ^  = (X^  + 5) for some 1 , 1 < 1 < k . Since 
(A + 61) is nonsingular, zero is not a root of (A + 61) . Hence, 
{(Xj, + 6) i » 1, 2, k} are the roots of (A + 6) ^ . 
Theorem 2.1.9. Let A be a k x k matrix with real roots and let 
> ... > > 0 denote the characteristic roots of A . Suppose 
6 > 0 . Then the largest root of (A + 61) ^  is (6 + X^ ) ^  . 
Proof. By the previous theorem, {(6 + X^ ) i =• 1, 2, ..., k} are 
the roots of (A + 61) ^  . Now (6 + x) ^ is a decreasing function on 
[0, ") and hence 
max (6 + X.) ^ • (6 + X. ) ^ . • 
l<i<k  ^  ^
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2.2 Matrix Norms 
In Chapter 3, we will be using certain notions of matrix norms. In 
this section we define two of the norms used for matrices and list some 
of their properties. 
Definition 2.2.1. Let z be a vector In the k-dlmenslonal Euclidean 
space. Define the Euclidean norm of z by |z| , where 
|x| - ( Z X?) ^  
1-1 ^ 
and z- (Xj, ..., x^ ) ' . 
Definition 2.2.2. Let A be k x p matrix of real numbers. Define 
HAIIg » [trace(A'A)] ^  . 
Definition 2.2.3. Let A be a k x k matrix of real numbers. Define 
UAH = sup I* f' *1 . 
* * 
The proof of the fact that the norms defined in the Definitions 
2.2.2 and 2.2.3 are valid norms and some properties of these norms are 
given in Kato (1966, Chapter 1). 
We list some of the properties of the norms in the following 
theorems. 
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Theorem 2.2.1. Let A and B be two square matrices. Then 
UABU < yADBBD . 
Proof. See Kato [1966, page 26]. 
Theorem 2.2.2. Let A be a square matrix of order k . Then 
DAII " max IX I 
l<i<k 
where 1 - 1, 2, ..., k} are the characteristic roots of the 
matrix A and | j denotes the modulers of a complex number. In 
particular If A is nonnegatlve definite then 
UAH = the largest root of A . 
Proof. See Kato [1966, page 60]. 
Theorem 2.2.3. Let A and B be k x k nonsingular matrices. If 
OA - BU < (I1B"^ I1)""^  then 
(i) IIA"^ I1 < (1 - MA - BnilB"^ U)"^ nB"^ l , 
(ii) ba"^  - b"^ II < (1 - :A - biiiib"^ii)"^iia - biiiib"^ii^ . 
Proof. See Kato [1966, page 31]. 
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We will need several convergence results on matrix valued random 
variables. The following definition gives a natural, definition for 
convergence of matrices. 
Definition 2.2.4. Let {A^ } be a sequence of k x k matrices. We say 
converges to A , a k x k matrix, as n+" (written as A^  A as 
n-»® ) If for every l,j , 1 < l,j < k 
\ii " 'ij • " • 
where for every n , a^ j^ denotes the (l,j)^  ^ element of A^  and 
a^j denotes the (l,j)^^ element of A . 
Even though the "elementwlse convergence" defined above Is the 
natural notion of convergence; It Is more convenient to use the notion 
of convergence In the norms defined In definitions 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. The 
following theorem demonstrates that the notion of elementwlse 
convergence of matrices Is equivalent to the notion of convergence that 
can be defined In terms of either of the norms 11*11 or W'Ug » 
The theorem Is stated for a sequence of fixed matrices. A similar 
theorem holds for a sequence of random matrices with the everywhere 
convergence replaced by either convergence in probability or by 
convergence almost everywhere. To simplify the proof, we assume that 
the limit is a zero matrix. 
By virtue of the following theorem we can refer to a sequence 
{A^ } of k X k matrices converging to a k x k matrix A without 
specifying the norm. 
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Theorem 2.2.4. Let {A^ } be a sequence of k x k matrices. Then the 
following statements are equivalent. 
(1) OA^ II + 0 . 
(11) + 0 . 
(Ill) a^ j^ j + 0 for l,j " 1, 2, ..., k where » 
1 *j " 1» 2, ..., k « 
Proof. First we prove that (1) Implies (11). Suppose IIA^U + 0 . By 
the definition of norm we have 
ha'u - OA II 
n n 
for every n , and by Theorem 2.2.1 
OA'A U < OA 0% 
n n n 
for every n . Therefore, as n+" 
UA'A II + 0 
n n 
Now, for every 1 , 1 < 1 < k , If we let e^  denote the l*"^  column 
of the Identity matrix of dimension k , we have 
< OA'A 0 , 
n n 
21 
where denotes the diagonal entry of . Therefore, 
for every 1 , 1 < 1 < k , 
(^ AVli + 0 ' ** a*" 
Therefore, 
IIA ll„ = [trace(A'A )] ^  + 0 as n+" 
n z n n 
Hence, (1) Implies (11). Now, 
UA B- - [trace(A'A )] ^  
n z n u 
k k u 
Therefore, If + 0 , as n+i» , we have a^ ^^  + 0 , as n+«> for 
every 1,j . Hence (11) Implies (111). By an Inequality (see Kato 
[1966, page 29]) we have that, for every n , 
i v j i  
Therefore, If a^ j^ + 0 as n+® for every l,j , then UA^ II + 0 as 
n+*" . Hence, we have that (111) Inqilles (1). We have proved that 
(1) -> (11) •> (111) •> (1) which proves the result. O 
22 
For a k X k symmeCrlc positive definite matrix T we can find a 
k X k matrix L such that L is symmetric positive definite and 
LL X T . The matrix L is unique and is called the positive square 
root of T and denoted by T ^  . See Bellman (1960, page 93). We 
demonstrate that the square root of T is a continuous function of the 
elements of T . The result is often used in the literature. Our proof 
is built on the developments in Chapter 5 of Kato (1966). Kato (1966) 
addresses a more general issue of operators in Hilbert Space. We adapt 
the ideas to the special case of matrices. We first prove a few 
supplementary lemmas. 
The following lemma demonstrates that the definition of T ^  as 
given in Bellman (1960, page 93) is the same as that given in Kato 
(1966, page 283). 
Lemma 2.2.1. Let T be a symmetric positive definite matrix of 
dimension d . Let ..., denote the roots of the matrix T 
with multiplicities m^ , ..., m^  , respectively. Let T ^  be the 
unique positive definite square root of T. Then 
- J J \~^^2 [T + Xi]"^TdX 
o 
where the integral on the right hand side is interpreted as an 
elementwise integral. 
Proof. From (5.36) of Kato [1966, page 41], a unique spectral 
decomposition of T is given by 
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s + d , 
where 
' • I 
are projections, and are such that the mj^ -power of , 
nL 
• 0 , for h - 1, 2, k and = 0 for h * A . Since T 
is symmetric, by uniqueness of the spectral representation, we have 
that D is symmetric. Therefore, DD* = D*D where B* denotes the 
complex conjugate of D . Therefore, by (6.43) of Kato [1966, page 55] 
we have 
UD^ U - I1D»° for any n > 1 
m. k 
Since = 0 for h - 1, 2, k we have D = 0 for n = Z m^  
Hence D •> 0 . By a similar argument one can show that for every h , 
°h % 
0^  is symmetric and IIH " OD^ O and hence » 0 . 
Now let 
R(x) - (T - xl)"^  
The matrix R is defined over all of the conq)lex plane except at the 
roots of T . The matrix R(z) is called the resolvent of T . By 
24 
(5.23) of Kato [1966, page 40] we have 
k . 
R(x) - - Z [(% - \)-\] 
h-1 
since " 0 , for h * 1, 2 ,  Now let 
S - - / X" ^ 2^ [T + XI] "^ dX . 
Then, 
S " / X 2^ R(- X)dX 
o 
m - 1 f X ^2 [ z (_ X - Xj^) ^P^JdX 
 ^o h-1 
' i l  (  7  i ' ' / :  W  
i £ 7 x"''2(x + 
h-1 
because. 
fx 2^ (x + 1) ^ dx - / 2(y% + 1) ^ dy 
/ (y^  + D" V 
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" ïï . 
Therefore, 
- / X"^ '^ 2 [T + XlJ-^ dX - E . 
" o h-1 " " 
_!/_ 
The right-hand side is the definition of T  ^for the positive 
definite matrix T . Therefore, 
- f" ^''2 t - i / \ (T + XI)""^ TdX . • 
o 
The Integral representation obtained in Lemma 2.2.1 hints at the 
continuity property of T ^ . The usual expression for T ^  Involves 
the characteristic vectors of T . Even though the characteristic roots 
are continuous functions of the elements of T , the characteristic 
vectors are not. The integral representation does not involve the 
characteristic vectors and is a crucial tool in the proof of continuity 
of T ^2 . xn the following lemma we derive an identity required in the 
proof of continuity of T ^ . 
Lemma 2.2.2. Let A and B be two k x k matrices and let X be 
such that (A + XI) and (B + XI) are nonsingular. Then 
(A + XI)"^ A - (B + XI)"^ B - X[(B + XI)"^  - (A + XI)~^ ] . 
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Proof. We have the Identity, 
A - (A + XI) - XI 
Therefore, 
(A + XI)"^ A - I - X(A + XI)"1 
Similarly, 
(B + XI)~^ B - I - X(B + XI)"1 
By subtraction, 
(A + XI)"^ A - (B + XI)"^ B - X[(B + XI)"1 - (A + XI)"^ ] . • 
Theorem 2.2.5. Let {T^ } be a sequence of symmetric positive definite 
matrices such that + T , where T is a positive definite matrix. 
Then 
n 
Proof. Let 5, denote the smallest root of T for n > 1 and let In n 
5 denote the smallest root of T . Then by Theorems 2.1.9 and 2.2.2 we 
have 
11(1^  + XI)"^ II - (X + 
and 
ll(T + XI)- (X + 5)"1 
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Therefore, 
y(T^  + xi)"^  - (I + xi)~^ a < i(T, + xi)"^ # + ii(T + xi)"^ ii 
< (X + + (X + 6)"1 . 
Since 6 > 0 and 6j^  > 0 for all n > 1 , we have 
n(T^  + XI)"1 - (T + XI)"^ ï < 2X"1 . (2.2.2) 
Since for every n > 1 
BT II - UTdI < BT - Til 
n I n 
and II- Til 0 , as n we have IIT^ U + IITil as n + " . 
Therefore, there is an N > 1 such that for all n > N we have 
UT^ n < BTU + 1 . (2.2.3) 
Therefore for n > N , 
D(T + XI)"^ T « < HT II KT + XI)"^ t 
n n n n 
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< (UTB + 1)X"^  . (2.2.4) 
And for every n > 1 , 
II (T + XI)""^ T» < BTUIKT + XI)"1« 
< IITKX + 6)"1 
< DTOX"^  . (2.2.5) 
By (2.2.4) and (2.2.5) we have, for every n > N , 
a(T + XI)"^ T - (T + XI)"^ TI1 <U(T + XI)"^ T II + U(T + XI)"^ TII 
n n n n 
< (211Tli + 1)X~^  . (2.2.6) 
By Lemma 2.2.1, for n > 1 
o 
and 
ml J (T + XI) "^ WX . 
tt 
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Therefore, for each n > 1 , 
[(T^  + XI)"\ - (I + XI)"^ T]dX . 
- } t(T + XD'^ T - (T + XI)"4]dX 
+ / X~^ 2^ [(T + aI)~^ T - (T + XI)"^ T]dX . 
J n n 
(2.2.7) 
Let, for n > 1 , and denote the two Integrals appearing In 
the sum on the right hand side of (2.2.7). We shall show + 0 and 
+ 0 as n •>• " . Using the identity In Lemma 2.2.2 we have, for 
every n > 1 , 
- / X^ /2 [(T + XI)"1 - (T^  + XI)"^ ]dX 
0 
and hence 
"Sn" 
< / X^ 2^ y(T + XI)~1 - (T + XI)~^ UdX . (2.2.8) 
By (2.2.2) 
X^ 2^ B(x + XI)"1 - (T + XI)"^ I1 < 2X ^  
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The function g(A) - 2A~ ^  is an integrable function on 10, 1] and 
for every X e [0, 1] , a{T + XI) ^  - (T^  + XI) ^ 0 + 0 as n + " , 
since 
T + T [See, for example, Kato (1966, page 31)]. Hence, by the 
n 
Dominated Convergence Theorem [See Rudin (1966, page 26)], the integral 
on the right hand side of (2.2.8) converges to zero as n + " . 
Therefore, as n + " , 
+ 0 . ' (2.2.9) 
Now, for every n > 1 
aC, U < f X~^ 2^ |i(T + XI)"^ T - (T + XI)"^ TndX . (2.2.10) 
z n  i n n  
Using the inequality (2.2.6) we have, for every n > N , 
X" ^  D(T^  + XI)"^ T^  - (T + XI)"^ TM < (2UTU + . (2.2.11) 
The function h(X) »» (2I1TI1 + 1)X Is an Integrable function on 
(1, "») . And for every X G (1, *) , as n + " , 
B(T + XI)~^ T - (T + XI)"^ TB + 0 . 
n n 
Hence, by the Dominated Convergence Theorem, the Integral on the right 
hand side of (2.2.10) converges to zero. Hence, as n + » , 
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C, + 0 . (2.2.12) 
zn 
Now the conclusion follows by.(2.2.9) and (2.2.12). Q 
2.3 Some Results In Probability 
Since we are deriving asymptotic results, we will need certain 
order in probability results. Most of the results stated below are 
given in Fuller (1976, Chapter 5). We begin with some definitions. 
Definition 2.3.1. Let {X^ } be a sequence of random variables. We 
write • Op^ a^ ) for a sequence of real numbers and if 
-1 P 
Definition 2.3.2. Let be a sequence of k-dimenslonal random 
vectors and let {a^ } be a sequence of nonnegatlve real numbers. We 
— 1 p 
say " Op(aj|) if for each 1 - 1, 2, ..., k , a^  X^  ^ > 0 , where 
*h " (*ln \n^  • 
Definition 2.3.3. Let {X^ } be a sequence of random variables. We say 
X^  - ® sequence of nonnegatlve real numbers {a^ } , if for 
every e > 0 there exist a positive Integer N and a real number 
M > 0 such that 
> M) < : 
for all n > N . 
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Definition 2.3.4. Let {X^ } be a sequence of k-dlmenslonal random 
vectors and let {a } be a sequence of nonnegatlve real numbers. We 
n 
say = Op(a^ ) If for each 1 , • O^ Ca^ ) where 
• "in- •••' 
Theorem 2.3.1. Let {a^ } and {b^ } be sequences of positive real 
numbers, and let {X^ } and {Y^ } be a sequence of random variables. 
(1) If X • o (a ) and Y » o (b ) , then 
n p n n p n 
Vn - > 
X I® - o (a®) for s > 0 , 
m p n 
+ Yn " Op(m**{*n' "n^  ^' 
(11) If X„ - O^ (a^ ) and Y„ - 0^ (b„) , then 
n p n n p n 
V. • 
X I® »  0 (a ) for s > 0 , 
ni P n 
%n + 'n" ' 
(111) If X„ - 0„(a„) and Y„ - o, (b_) , then 
n p n n p n 
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V„ • °p<Vn> • 
Proof. See Fuller [1976, Lemma 5.1.4, page 184]. 
Theorem 2.3.2. Let {X } and {T } be sequences of random vectors such 
——— n n 
that 
> 0  •  
p 
Then If Z > X for some random vector X then 
n 
p 
—> X . 
n 
Proof. See Fuller [1976, Theorem 5.1.2]. 
Theorem 2.3.3. Let X^  be a sequence of k-dlmenslonal random vectors 
p 
such that X^  > X . Suppose g Is a real valued function continuous 
on the k-dlmenslonal Euclidean space. Then 
g(*„) —> g(X) . 
Proof. See Fuller [1976, Theorem 5.1.4, page 188]. 
Theorem 2.3.4. Let {X } and {Y } be two sequences of k-dlmenslonal 
~ n n 
random variables. Suppose Y Is a random variable and b Is a fixed 
£ £ 
vector such that Y^  > Y and X^  > b . Further, suppose that 
{A^ } Is a sequence of k x k random matrices such that > A 
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where A Is fixed nonslngular matrix* Then, 
(1) —> b + Y , 
(il) —> b'Y , 
n n 
(111) —> À"4 
Proof. See Corollary 5.2.6.1 and Corollary 5.2.6.2 of Fuller [1976, 
page 199]. 
Theorem 2.3.5. Suppose that {X^ } , {Y^ } are two sequences of k-
dlmenslonal random vectors such that 
(11) . Op(l) 
Then 
% - % —> " • 
Ip 
Proof. Consider the function defined on R 
f(x) 
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We know that £ is continuously differentiable and its derivative is 
given by 
If we expand f in a first order Taylor's series around a point y we 
have, 
f(x) " f(y) + [f'(*)]'(% - y) , 
where z is a point on line segment joining x and y . Therefore, we 
have. 
f(X^ ) - f(T„) - 2Z;(X„ - Y„) . 
Since is in between and , we have for every n , 
HZ - X u < ttY - X n 
n n n n 
and hence. 
Since HZ II < ÏZ - X II + UX II , we have that Z =» 0 (1) . Hence, 
n n n n  n p  
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jf(X ) - £(T )| < zuz^ imx - Y U —> 0 . • in n I n n n 
Theorem 2.3.6. Let {X^ } and {Y^ } be two sequences of k-dimenslonal 
P 
random vectors such that X - Y > 0 and Y = 0 (1) . Let { A  }  
n n n p n 
and {B^ } be two sequences of r x k dimensional random matrices such 
that A  -  B  0 and A  = 0 (1) . Then, 
n n n p 
Vn - Vn —> " • 
Proof. 
A X  - B Y  -  A X  - A Y  +  A  Y, - B„Y„ 
nn nn nn nn nn nn 
- «a'"» - °p(:) 
since \ - Op(U . - 0^ (1) , (A^  - »^ ) - 0^ (1) and 
. 0^ (1) . • 
Theorem 2.3.7. Let {X^ } and {Y^ } be two sequences of nonnegatlve 
random variables. Suppose that for every e > 0 there is a positive 
Integer N such that for all n > N we have P(X > Y ) < e . 
n n 
Furthermore, suppose that Y^  » 0^ (1) . Then " 0^ (1) . 
Proof. Let e > 0 be given. Since Y^  = 0^ (1) , there Is a positive 
Integer and a real number L > 0 such that for all n > Nj^  we 
have, 
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P(Y^  > L) < e . 
By the hypothesis of the theorem there exists a positive Integer N2 
such that for n > Ng we have, 
P(X„ > ?.) < : . 
Then for n > max{N^ , Ng} we have, 
P(X„ > L) < P(X^  > Y ) + P(Y > L) 
n n n u 
< 2e , 
because. If Y < L and X < Y then X < L . Since e > 0 is 
' n n n n 
arbitrary, we have X^  = 0^ (1) . • 
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3. LIMITING DISTRIBUTION OF THE LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATOR 
WITH NONLINEAR RESTRICTIONS 
In this chapter we derive the limiting distribution of the 
nonlinear least squares estimator. We will relate the limiting 
distribution of the nonlinear least squares estimator to the limiting 
distribution of the unrestricted estimator. • 
3.1 Reparameter1zat1on 
Deriving limit results for the least squares estimator of the model 
(1.1.1) presents some difficulties. The difficulties arise mainly 
because of two reasons. First, we allow regressors with sum of squares 
growing at rates other than n . The sum of squares of unequal 
magnitude force us to use different normalizers for different parameters 
to obtain the limiting distribution. We explain the second, and more 
serious difficulty through an example. Let us consider the case when 
q - 1, p-1, Oj*0, = t , Yg = 0 and |Y^ | < 1 . Then we 
have, 
Yt - a^t + YiY;_i + e^ . 
Solving the difference equation we have 
where 
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t-1 
and " j) ' For large t , 
& Oj(l - Yj) - a^ (l - Yj) ^  
Also, as n+" , 
(St2)~^ St + 0 
and (Et2)~^ EtUj. 0 , where all summations are taken over t = 1, 
2, ..., n . Therefore, 
—> Ojd - Yj)"^  
and 
(Et2)"^ EY2_^  - o2(l - Yj)"^  • 
The sanple correlation coefficient between t and ^^ -1 given by 
(Zt2CY2_l)-%zcYt_l 
and approaches one as the sample size becomes large. Thus the sample 
correlation matrix Is singular In the limit and there Is a degenerate 
limiting distribution for the least squares estimator of (o^ , y^ ) when 
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the regressors 1 • 1, 2, ...» q} Include variables such as time 
trend. It Is possible to obtain a nondegenerate limiting distribution 
for the least squares estimator for the parameters of a reparametrlza-
tlon of model (1.1.1). The reparametrlzatlon Is described below. 
Consider the model described In (1.1.1) and (1.1.3). We 
reparametrlze the model so that a nondegenerate limiting distribution 
for the unrestricted least squares estimator as derived in Fuller, 
Hasza, and Goebel (1981) exists. The difference equation (1.1.1) can be 
solved and can be written as 
?t " St + "t ' 
where 
p-l t-l q 
j-0  ^^ j=0 J 1-1 
 ^ V + Z V E a.* . , for t - 1, 2 
4mn ^ J J J 4m1 1 C J 
• Yj. , for t - 0, -1 -(p-l) , (3.1.1) 
and the v^ 's are given by 
V q-I » Vj =  0  ,  j < 0  
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and Vj - ® is, {v^ } satisfy the difference 
equation corresponding to (1.1.2). Let 
*tln - *tln ' 
1—1 
"tin - \ln - ' ' =' ^  ' 
1-1 
-tin - 'St+M - Wl-l " jfi "ij.'tjn 1 • <4-1 . 
q+p-1 
*t,q+p,n " ®t-l °q+p,jn*tjn ' (3.1.2) 
where 
V = 0 If |m^ | < 1 
= nij^  if > 1 
mj is the largest root of (1.1.2) and {c^ j^ } are multiple regression 
coefficients obtained by the least squares regression of on ^^ jn 
for i "2, 3, ..., q , j *• 1, 2, .., 1-1 and t = 1, 2, ..., n and 
the regression of on for 1 = q+1, ..., q+i-
1 and j - 1, 2, ..., q-i-1 . The c^ ^^  are the least squares 
regression coefficients in the regression of Sj._j on , j • 1, 
2, ..., q+p-1 , where c^ j^  = 0 if = 0 . Define for 
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q  
"tin • "^Vl " V2 " ®q+l,jn*tjn ' 
q t-1 
"tin " ^Vl ~ Vl-1 " jfj Vl,jn*tjn " Vj.n^tjn 
i"2; 3| •••! P~1 > 
"tkn " *t-l jfj °q+k,jn*tjn jfj ^ 4+P,q+j,n "tjn * (3.1.3) 
For p = 1 , let 
I 
"tin " Vl " jfj ®£+l,j,n*tjn * 
Let be the nonslngular matrix of the transformation defined by 
(3.1.2) and (3.1.3) and let be the row vector of the transformed 
variables. That Is, 
*tn " (*tln' *t2n' ' ' *tqn' "tin "tpn^  ' 
\(*tr *t2 *tq' Vi' •••' Vp^' 
Using the transformation, model (1.1.1) can be written as 
\ • *tnS„ 
£j(a;;8_) - 0 1 - 1, 2, .... r , (3.1.5) 
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where 8^ - (oj, a^, .... o^, Yji Yg, •••» Yp)\^  = S'A"^  Is a 1 x k 
vector, and Is 1 x k vector with k « p+q . 
The ordinary least squares estimator of  ^Is defined by 
i. • <  ^ }, Vt • 
t=i t"i 
The estimator of 0 defined In (3.1.6) minimizes the quantity 
Ml 
Vy - Jj «t -
which can also be written as 
t=l t=l 
Fuller, Hasza, and Goebel (1981) derive limiting results for the 
6^  defined in (3.1.6) under some mild assumptions on 1 » 1, 
2, ..., q+p} . We will derive limiting results for the estimator 
obtained by minimizing subject to the restrictions (3.1.5). 
3.2 Notation and Assunqitlons 
We consider the model given by (3.1.4) and (3.1.5). We will derive 
the limiting distribution of the least squares estimator, which 
minimizes (3.1.7) subject to the restrictions (3.1.5). Since the 
restrictions (3.1.5) are nonlinear, we refer to the estimator as the 
nonlinear least squares estimator. In this section, we give the 
assumptions we make while deriving the limiting distribution. 
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Let g^ (^8) - f^ (A^ 0) , 1 - 1, 2, r . Let 
g^ (8) - [gin(8) 8„<0)]' • Let g = (ni* n^ ) and let 
n® • (nji •••» n^ ) denote the true value of the parameter vector. Let 
eOi _ ^Oi 
~n ~ n 
Let 
3f (tj) af.(Ti) 
[ anj 3n^  ' ' 
d^ (ti) - tdJCji). •••. d^ (3)] , 
3&n(8) 
°n(5) - -V- ' 
"on " ®n<S;) . 
and - D^ (0^ ) . (3.2.1) 
ASSUMPTION 1. The functions of f^ (n) , 1=1, 2 are continuous 
and twice dlfferentlable. 
If there is a redundancy among the restrictions in (3.1.5) then the 
rank of D^ (ti®) will be less than r . Therefore we make the 
following assunptlon. 
ASSUMPTION 2. The matrix D^ (g()) is of rank r . 
Fuller, Hasza, and Goebel (1981) derive limiting results for 6^  
defined In (3.1.6) under different sets of mild conditions. The 
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following assumption states that one of the theorems in Fuller, Hasza, 
and Goebel (1981) holds for . 
ASSUMPTION 3. There exists a sequence of diagonal matrices such 
that H ^ 2 (e - @0) converges In distribution to a nondegenerate random 
n Ml Ml 
P 
vector with zero mean, where h^ ^^  > » as n + » for each 1 and 
®n " di*8(hlln W ' 
In most applications, Is chosen to be the matrix with the 
diagonal elements of t^-l^ n^ n diagonal. 
ASSUMPTION 4. The matrix t^-l^ n^ n positive definite with 
probability one,for n > k and 
,11. .r't ( % v-i, 
n+" t"l 
where V is a positive definite matrix. 
Let 0^  denote the least squares estimator obtained subject to the 
restrictions (3.1.5). Then 0^  is a value minimizing the Lagrangean 
Q^ (e) + 2 Xjgj^ (8) . (3.2.2) 
The system of equations associated with the Lagrangean is 
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<j. j, Vf 
«!.<«> • «l'W - 0 • 
:%.(*) • «2<*iS> • " • (3-2-3) 
The system of equation (3.2.3) Is the set of normal equations for 
our model. In order to derive the limiting distribution of the solution 
to (3.2.3) we linearize the restrictions using a Taylor's series 
expansion. Under our model assumptions we show that the restricted 
least squares estimator 6 can be written In terms of the unrestricted 
~n 
estimator 6^  up to Op(l) terms. First we obtain an alternate 
expression for (3.2.3). The system of equations associated with the 
Lagrangean (3.2.2) can be written 
W + Vt • 
g_j(e) - t> , (3.2.4) 
where X - (X^ , ..., X^ )' and 
•ScXh - i^n^ n • 
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Expressions (3.2.4) can be written 
IL'C • 
t"l , 
gj^ (0)-O,. (3.2.5) 
Let  ^satisfy (3.2.5). By expanding g^ (8) In a Taylor series 
around 9" we obtain 
~n 
Vi' • + Vli -
where " (d*^ , ..., d*^ ) and for each 1 = 1, 2, ..., r 
and Is a point on the line segment joining 0° and  ^. Using 
(3.2.6) and g^ (j^ ) • 0 , one can rewrite (3.2.5) as 
"Snndn - SS' + • /, 
*.<». - «%) " 0 - <3-2-7) 
where D = D_(8 ) and D Is as defined in (3.2.6). 
n n MCI n 
Let 
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e„ - ' ".2.8) 
where D - D (80) and the notation means that G is a diagonal 
on n Ml n 
matrix with the elements of [D_ ML- D' ] on the diagonal. By 
on Am on 
Assumption 2, 6^  is defined whenever is defined. So for 
large n , (3.2.7) can be written as 
Vn • (3-2-9) 
or as 
B 
R 
K 
! nV' 
where 
(3.2.10) 
»n • H 
r Vî 
n 
: 2 
t"i 
R . , 
n n n n 
! V2 A xT y 7. 
*n - Gn':»n=; = ' 
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Because the elements of are not necessarily of the same order 
In probability, some additional restrictions on the matrix D^ (8) are 
required. If the regressors , i"l, 2,..., q} and the Y-process 
are such that no reparameterization is required to obtain a nondegene-
A 
rate limiting distribution for 6^  , then Assumption 5 below would 
hold. It is demonstrated in Chapter 4 that Assumption 5 also holds for 
a number of important nonstationary situations. Let 
and 
i  •  " n ' •  
where , and be as defined in (3.2.1) and (3.2.7). 
ASSUMPTION 5. The sequences and defined in 
(3.2.11) are such that 
(i) —> 0 , 
(ii) -^ > 0 , 
and 
(ill)  ^—> 0 
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For specific models we can compute the matrices 6 , H and D 
n n n 
and verify the conditions of Assumption 5 using knowledge of the orders 
In probability of (Su " 0^ ) . (8^  " Sj) and (8^  - 0®) given by 
Theorem 1. We now give some sufficient conditions for Assumption 5 to 
hold. 
Lemma 1. Assume that the following hold: 
(i) 0„(1) . 
n n p 
"n - "on • V" • 
«. - "on - "p"' • 
«»> K - "on • Op"' • 
Then Assunqption 5 holds. 
Proof. We have 
vec(w ) • vec[G ^  (D - D )H  ^] 
n n n on n 
- (C ^2 a H 2^ )vec(D - D ) 
n n n on 
Op(l) . Op(l) - Op(l) . 
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Hence 0 . Similarly (1) and (111) together Imply that 
-^ > 0 . Finally, —L_> o follows from (1) and (Iv). • 
The following lemma relates to the coefficient matrix appearing In 
the defining equation (3.2.10) of the nonlinear least squares estimator 
6 . The lemma demonstrates that under Assumptions 1, 2, and 4, the 
coefficient matrix Is Invertible for large n , with high probability. 
Lemma 2. Let 
B 
n K 
where B Is defined In (3.2.1-0), R = G ^  D H  ^and G Is 
n n n on n n 
defined In (3.2.8). Under Assuiiq>tlon8 I, 2 and 4, 
I'nl"' - Op(') - V" ' 
rl. 
where |*| denotes the determinant and H « H denotes the norm defined 
In Definition 2.2.3 of Section 2.2. 
Proof. We have that Is an r x k matrix and, by Assumption 2 and 
Assumption 4, 
rank(R^ ) rank(D^ )^ - r for large n . 
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Therefore, Is Invertlble for large n . By using the 
expression for the determinant of a partitioned matrix, we have 
• l»nl I- • 
Therefore, 
Now, 
tn n n on n 
Therefore, 
Since • dlag{[Di^ (^rX^ X^^ )^ , each diagonal entry of 
(R^ B^ R^^ ) ^ Is equal to unity. Therefore, trace{(R^ B^ B^/) = r for 
every n and 
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< IttaceCBX'»;)''!" 
Op(l) . 
P _1 
By Assunqptlon 4, B^  > v , where v Is a positive definite 
matrix. Hence, jB^  j • 0^ (1) and it follows that jl^ j «• 0^ (1) 
To prove the second assertion we start with the identity. 
/ \ 
fe
d 
n n 
m 
R 0 
n 
\ 
0 
I 
b I 
0 
Therefore, 
Vn' 
For each n > 1 , the matrices 
(3.2.12) 
and 
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are triangular matrices with one's in the diagonals and hence, have unit 
norm. Since B ^  V , «• 0 (1) . Hence, 
n n p 
It follows from (3.2.12) and Theorem 2.2.1 that 
IIT"S - 01 (1) . • 
n p 
The coefficient matrix of the system (3.2.10) differs slightly from 
the matrix of Lemma 2. The following lemma demonstrates that the 
coefficient matrix of the system (3.2.10) can be replaced with of 
Lemma 2. 
Lemma 1. Let 1^  be as in Lemma 2 and let 
B R' 
n n 
* 
R 0 
n 
be the coefficient matrix of (3.2.10). Under assumptions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 
5, 
- V" •'n' - " • 
Proof. Let e > 0 be given. From Assuaq>tion 5 we have 
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« P 
-> 0 
and 
Therefore, 
* p 
T - T -^ > 0 . 
n n 
By Lemma 2, UlT^ II = 0^ (1) . Since HT^ H^ = 0^ (1) , there exists a 
positive Integer Nj and a real number L > 0 such that whenever 
n > Nj , 
P(nT~^  n > L) < e . 
 ^ P Since HT^  - T^ H > 0 , there Is a positive Integer N2 such that for 
all n > Ng , 
P(llTn - T^ B > L~S < G . 
By Theorem 2.2.3, if - T^ H < (HT^ n^) ^  then 
IIT"^ n < (1 - BT - T BnT~^ B)"^ BT"^ B . 
n n n n n 
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Therefore, 
P(»T"^ r^  > l"^  and HT - Î H < l"^ ) 
n n n 
< p(i|t"^ii < (i - it - î llllt"^ll)~^llt"^a) 
n n n n n 
It follows that 
P(ll^ \ > (1 - HT^  - T^ llllT|J^ lir^ T^ S) 
< P(llT~^ r^  < L~^ ) + P(IIT^  - T^ n > L"^ ) 
= PdllT^ II > L) + P(IIT^  - T^ ll > L"b 
< 2e 
Now OT - T I —> 0 and nT~S - 0^ (1) Imply that 
n n n p 
(1 - BT - i IIIT"^ lir^ nT"^ ll - 0(1) . 
n n n n p 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.3.7, 
IT"^ » - 01 (1) . 
n P 
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Now, 
c;' - - - 'n'«. - vK' 
and therefore, 
-1 *-l -1 " 
'V '  < "n ""n - V"n ' 
- 0(1) . Op(l) . Op(l) - Op(l) . 
— 1 *-l P M 
Hence T - T ^  —> 0 . •
n n 
3.3 Main Results 
The following theorem demonstrates that the nonlinear least squares 
estimator defined in (3.2.2) is consistent. 
Theorem 1 (CONSISTENCY): Under As8unq)tion8 1, 2, 3 and 4, 
(2n - - Op(l) and (8* - e*) - Op(l) . 
Proof ; By the triangle inequality, 
Now, 
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- Vl' " (L - - V 
< \i<In - Vn''^ (In " i> • 
-1/ n _ 1/ 
where 4. Is the smallest root of B • H 2( j X )H 2 , k^n n n tn tn n 
Similarly, 
(I - s;>i' • (L - - âS> 
< tki'i, - Vn'^ (i - Sj) • 
Since  ^minimizes Q^ (8) subject to the restrictions (2.1.5) and 
6^  satisfies the restrictions (2.1.5), 
~n 
<1» - " V < <«! " i>««S " Sn' ' 
Hence, 
- S5>|' < - i) V'2l>„Bj'2(e« - yi . 
Now, 
(S! - - V ' *!.(*: - - in> ' 
where is the largest root of . Therefore, 
Since, by Assumption 4, converges to a positive definite matrix in 
probability, - Op(l) and (|»^  ^- 0^ (1) . By Assumption 3, 
H^ 2^(90 - @ ) m 0 (1) . Therefore, 
n Mm n p 
(%. - sS'l - V" 
Since h.. —^ > » for each 1 , we have (8 - 0®) > 0 . • lln ~n ~n 
Theorem 1 provides the first step towards deriving the asymptotic 
distribution of the nonlinear least squares estimator. Theorem 1 
demonstrates the consistency of  ^and also gives us the proper 
normallzer as . in the following theorem we obtain the limiting 
distribution of 6 . We use the following notation to simplify the 
~n 
statement of the theorem. 
Notation; If {Z^ }^ and {Zg^ } are two sequences of random vectors 
f 
with same limiting distribution, we write Z^  ^~ Zg^  . 
p 
By Theorem 2.3.4 if Zj^  - Z^  ^ > 0 , as n + « , and {Z^ }^ has 
f 
a limiting distribution, then Z^  ^~ Z^  ^. 
Theorem 2. Under Assumptions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 
"> - 25' - "lln"»"'' <i - • 
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where "il. - (I - - » '= 
defined In Assumption 4, Is defined In Assumption 3 and 
Is defined in (3.2.1). 
(il) c; i Î (C% \ V-V % D',G% )-'c% - 6») . 
where X Is defined in (3.2.7) and 6^  is defined in (3.2.8). 
Proof of (1); We have, by Theorem 1, (0^  - 0^ ) > 0 . Since iq® is 
assumed to be in the interior of 0 , the parameter space, the 
probability that  ^satisfies the system (3.2.10) goes to one as 
n + » . Therefore, 
0-^ /2 X 
~n ~ 
B R' 
n n 
+ Op(l) , (3.3.1) 
where and R^  are as in (3.2.10). By Lemma 3 we have, 
B R' 
n n 
* 
R 0 
n 
-1 B K 
\ » 
-1 
-> 0 (3.3.2) 
Using the expression for the Inverse of a partitioned matrix. 
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B 
R 
K -1 
-1 . -1 .-i\ 
\%VnV ' 
Now, using (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) we can rewrite (3.3.1) as 
(3.3.3) 
c-'/zx 
n 
H" SX tn t 
+ °P 
Therefore, 
(3.3.4) 
'n^  <In - S°^  
"n' - ^nS * V" 
[I - bT^ h' ^^2 D* G ^^ 2 (c ^^2 D h" B~^ H~ D' G )~^  
nn on n n on n n n on n 
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[I - B"^ H~ ^ 2^d' (D H~ B"^ H" ^ 2^ D' )"^ D H" 
*• n n on^  on n n n on' on n n 
Zbnftn)"': *tn®t + ' 
Using the result In Lemma 3, we may replace with Its unit In 
probability and obtain, 
(%. - a:) - II - ™n Kn^ '\A '®n'^  <i " SS> 
+ Op(l) . (3.3.5) 
Hence, 
- 2Î> 
Proof of (11): We have, from (3.3.4), 
Kn\ * Op"' • 
• (2. - a:) + °,(i) 
(â. - %;) + 
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- Si> + °p(i) 
Therefore, 
% ''' i - <«»'' ".A ^  «..(à. - âî' • n 
Theorem 2 gives us the limiting distribution of the nonlinear least 
squares estimator. The following theorem gives the limiting 
distribution of a set of linearly independent linear functions of the 
nonlinear least squares estimator, the result will be useful In 
constructing certain tests of hypotheses. Assumption 6 stated below 
ensures that the linear combinations do not belong to the space spanned 
by the rows of D .A linear function of 8 in the row space of 
' o n  ~ n  
D will have zero limiting variance. 
on 
Let ..., be linearly Independent 1 x k dimensional 
vectors such that L') is a full rank matrix for every n , where 
as defined in (3.2.1) and L* - (Aj, ..., . Let 
L • V 2^ H  ^L' , and D, " V ^ 2h 2^d* . Define the projection 
n n In n on «- j 
operators and as 
and 
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ASSUMPTION 6. iip,p_II Is bounded away from one in probability. 
Theorem 2 gives us the asymptotic distribution of the nonlinear 
least squares estimator in terms of the limiting distribution of the 
unrestricted least squares estimator. Theorem 3 gives the limiting 
distribution of a set of linear functions of the estimated parameters. 
Theorem 3. Let L' - (4^ , ..., , where are 
k - r linearly independent 1 x k dimensional vectors satisfying 
Assumption 6. Then, under Assumptions 1 through 5, we have 
(«„!.•)•''2 «!„ - e^ ) Î - 9j) . 
where 
k " bt^^ev - vbt^^d' (d n" ^  vh" d' )~^d h" 
n n n on on n n on on n n 
and as defined in Theorem 2. 
Proof. We have from (3.3.5) 
(2. - S:) - (2. - 2:) + ân 
where A is a k x 1 random variable such that A = o (1) . 
~n ~n p 
Therefore, 
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- s») - - 9») 
+ (LK L')" ^'^ 2 LH" A (3.3.6) 
n n "41 
and to prove the result, it suffices to show that 
(LK L')~ ^ 2^ LH" ^ 2^ A = o (1) . (3.3.7) 
n n ~n p 
Now, 
I (IK L' )" A 12 - A 'V" V ^6 H" L' (LK L' )"^ LH" V V" A I n n ~nl ~n n n n ~n 
< BV ^  H" ^  L' (LK L' )"^ Llf V ^  IIA'V'^ A . 
n n n ~n ~n 
(3.3.8) 
Letting 
L - V ^ 2^ H" ^ 2^ L' , (3.3.9) 
n n 
we can rewrite K as 
n 
K -H~^ 2^V^ 2^[T - (D H" ^  VH" D' )"^ D H" V ^  ] V H" ^ 
n n K n on on n n on on n n 
Then 
"n"-' • - V-n • (3-3-10) 
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where 
p - V ^'^ 2 h" ^ 2^ d' (D h" ^ 2^ vh" ^^ 2 d' )"^ d f v . (3.3.11) 
D n on on n n on on n 
Recall that 
'd • ' 
where 
d, " v ^  h" d' . (3.3.12) In n on 
By part (11) of Theorem 2.1.5, we have that l^ L' is a nonslngular 
matrix. 
Using (3.3.10) and as defined in (3.3.9), we have 
7^/2h"^^2i.t(ijc l')~^lh"^^2v^^2 » l [l1(i - p_)l ]"^l' . (3.3.13) 
n  n  n  n n  u n n  
Now, 
'd 
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wvl'D - • 
for any choice of g-lnverse (P^ P^ Pg - Pg) and Pj^  = L^ (L^ L^ ) 
Therefore, 
- W'% - 'l + WD - VLVVL • (3-3-'*) 
Now, 
'D - 'DVD -'D" - W • 
By part (111) of Theorem 2.1.5, (I - P^ Pg) is nonslngular and, 
therefore, by Theorem 2.1.6, a g-lnverse of Pg - PgP^ Pg is given by 
"D - WD>" • « - VD>'\ • 
Therefore, 
•vi" - Vn)"'*-;' 
< iPj^ j + nPj^ PjjH ii(Pjj - PgPj^ Pg) I MPgi iP^ n , 
1 + KPp - Pj,Pj^ P„) M (3.3.16) 
because for any two matrices a and B 
2.2.1, and for any projection, P * 0 , 
ItABll < HA; HBH , by Theorem 
BPH - 1 . And using the g-
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Inverse defined In (3.3.15), 
iiL^ (V(i - Pjj)L^ )"^ vii < 1 + nP^ Pg: 8(1 - Pj^ Pjj)"^ n iiP^ ii . (3.3.17) 
By Theorem 2.1.7 and Theorem 2.2.2 we have, 
'Ck - W*' • 1 - ip^ p,! • (3-3-1») 
By part (v) of Theorem 2.1.5, the right hand side of (3.3.18) Is always 
defined. Hence, 
1 1 
hl [l'(i - p_)L ]"^L'ii - hl [ijc L'] n < l + 
n n D n' n n' n n 1 - HP^ PgH 
1 - BPi^ Pj,« • (3.3.19) 
Now by Assumption 6, the right hand side of (3.3.19) is 0^ (1) . 
Therefore, we have proved (3.3.7) and hence, the theorem. G 
The matrix defined in Theorem 3 is the asymptotic variance-
covarlance matrix of the error (6 - 6^ ) in the nonlinear least 
~n ~n 
squares estimator. In fact. 
where V , defined in Assumption 4, is the variance-covarlance 
1/ -
the limiting distribution of H 2(e - 8") . The matrix R 
° n ~n ~n n 
matrix of 
can also 
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be written as 
K - h" ^^ 2 V ^ 2^ (I _ p )v h" 
n n un
where is as defined in (3.3.11). Now is the projection on the 
row space of the matrix , defined in (3.3.12). By Assunq)tion 2, 
the matrix is of rank r for every n . Therefore, the matrix 
is of rank k - r for every n . 
The parameter vector 6 is k-dimensional and it satisfies a set 
~n 
of r independent restrictions. The estimator  ^was obtained 
subject to these restrictions. Hence there are only k - r "degrees of 
freedom" in the estimator of 6 . This is reflected in the matrix 
~n 
K , because K is a k x k matrix with rank k - r . 
n n 
Because 
®on^ n - ° ' 
the set of linear combinations D (6 - 9^ ) have zero limiting 
on ~n ~n 
variance. This is also due to the fact the estimators satisfy the 
restrictions. In Theorem 3 we considered the limiting distribution of a 
set of linear functions of the estimator 6 . The theorem was stated 
~n 
for a set of k - r linear combinations. Since there are k 
parameters satsifying r restrictions, we can estimate, at most, 
k - r independent parameters. The theorem also holds for a set 
containing less than k - r linear functions. 
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The following theorem demonstrates that the residual mean square 
obtained from the nonlinear regression Is a consistent estimator of the 
variance o^  of the error sequence {e^ } . 
Theorem 4: Let 
s2 - (n - k + (Yj -
where 6 is the estimator defined In (3.2.7). Under Assumptions 1 
~n 
through 5, 
-1  "  -1  
s2 • (n - k + r) 2 e^  + 0 (n ) 
t-l P 
Proof; We have, 
n 
(n - k + r)s2 - E (Y - )2 
t-1 ^ 
Jj - 22)|: • ".3.20) 
because e. » Y. - X 0® . Therefore, t t n^"fl * 
(n - k + r)s2 - el - 2 " & 
* <l„ - - Sj) • (3-3-21) 
C"i 
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Now, 
(I. - - 2%) 
• <In - - Jj) 
- Op(l) , (3.3.22) 
because H^ (^8 - 0®) Is 0_(1) by Theorem 1, and 
n ~n ~n p 
B " h"^ 2^(j:x' * )H 2^ Is 0 (1) by Assumption 4. Now 
n n cn tn n p 
\ In't • <i - Sj) • V • 
t=l 
because, by Assumption 3, (^  - 8®) • 0^ (1) . Therefore, 
I - 2:)!= - (&. - 2:)'".^ :*; 
t"l t"l 
t-1 
- Op(l) , (3.3.24) 
where we used (3.3.23) and H ^ (8 - 8®) = 0 (1) . From (3.3.21), 
n ~n ~n p 
(3.3.22) and (3.3.24) It follows that 
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n 
(n - k + r)s2 • Z + 0(1) . 
t^ l ^ P 
Therefore, 
- 1  "  - 1  
8% - (n - k + r) Z e? + 0 (n ) . • 
t-1 P 
By the weak law of large numbers. 
(n - k + r) ^ Z e^  ——^  
t-1 
and i 
8^  —2—> <y2 , 
3.4 Testing the Restrictions 
Suppose f^ (^g), .are 8(< k-r) continuously twice 
dlfferentlable functions of n • We would like to test the hypothesis 
that 
«0= r^+l(a°) " ^r+2<fl°> " ••• ' ^r+s(3°) " ° ' 
Let 
f(s)(a) - [fr+l(a)' fr+sts)]' (3.4.1) 
The 
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Il » UiA-1 reparameterlzatlon of n described In Section 2.1 Is 0^  = 3'An ' 
where A Is the transformation matrix described in (3.1.2). Let 
n 
• 
• l8r+l,nW «r+s.mW • 
and 
»(8)n<S> • , 
where 
• t • •••• I • ".4.2) 
and gr+i,Q(8) " ; 1 " 1. 2, ..., s . Let 
•>(8)0. • »(8).(S:) • 
where 0^ ' • and iq" is the true value of the parameter. Using 
the reparametrization, we can rewrite the null hypothesis as 
«Q: (3-4.4) 
A reasonable estimator of g/„\„(0°) is g, . (8) , where 9 is is/n ~n ™(s)n ~n ~n 
the nonlinear least squares estimator defined in (3.2.2). For each 
1 - 1, 2 s , we can expand g^ ^^ (^8^ ) in a first order Taylor 
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series and write, 
«r+i.n<i> " «r+l,n<Si' + ^î+l,n<In " , <3-4-5) 
where 
î^+l.n • ^r+l.n<tn> 
and 0^  is a point on the line segment joining 0^  and 0^  . 
Therefore, 
where 
°(s)n " (Ll.n L,,.) • 
Let us recall that 0 minimizes E(Y. - X. 0)2 subject to the Ml t tn~ 
restrictions g^ (0) - ®rn^ ~^ *^ " ® * Therefore, if for 
some j , g^ j ^  is a linear combination of (g^ :^ i = 1, ..., r} , 
then g ., (0 ) • 0 . Then from (3.4.5) it follows that, under the 
r+j ,n ~n 
hypothesis Hq , 
- 2:) - ° - (3-4.7) 
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The following assumption assures that the null hypothesis Is of 
"full rank". Any consistent system of equations may be reduced to a 
system satisfying this assumption. 
ASSUMPTION 7. The matrix [D' : Dl v (6)] Is of column rank r + s 
, on \B}n ~ 
for every n and for all 6 in a neighborhood around 8^  . 
By Theorem 2.1.4, Assumption 7 and Assumption 2 imply that for 
every n > 1 , the rows of are linearly independent of the 
rows of for 8 In a neighborhood of 8^  . The following 
assumption states that the rows of D, . and the rows of D remain Qsjon on 
linearly Independent in the limit. Assunqition 8, ensures that the 
vector D, % (8 - 8®) does not have zero asymptotic variance. (s)on ~n ~n 
ASSUMPTION 8. The sequence of norms is bounded away from one 
in probability, where 
D - H~ ^ 2^ V ^/2 D' , 
n on 
'l • • 
Pjj = D(D'D)"^ D' . 
> 
The following result suggests that one could use a test statistic 
analogous to the regression F-test to test a set of restrictions. 
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Theorem 5. Let 
where K is defined In Theorem 3 and D, . Is defined In (3.4.3). 
n isjon 
Let Assunptlons 1 through 5 and Asssuiiq>tlons 7 and 8 hold. Then 
f - (S. - '"(s)»» V(8)on''' 
where Is defined In Theorem 2. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3 that 
We have, 
K = H" ^'^ 2 [V - VH" ^ 2^ D* (D H" VH" D' )~^ D H~ '^'2 y]H" ^ ^^ 2 
n n n on on n n on on n n 
and 
M,, - I - VBT^ ZD' (D H" ^  VH~ D' )~^ D H" ^  iln n on on n n on on n 
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nm. 
. h; '/2 [i - vhj4 .%,(»„»[ *'2 vh; \ d;„)-'d^ „h; ''2 j, 
[i - d' (d h~ ^  vh~ ^''2 d' )"^d h~ ]h~ ^  
n on on n n on on n n 
- h" ^^ 2 [v ~ vh ^  d' (d h~ vh~ d' )"^ d h~ v] 
n n on on n n on on n 
[i-vh^''2d' (d h" ^  vh" d' )"^d h" ^''2 ]h" ^^^2 
n on on n n on on n n 
- h~ ^  [v - vh" d' (d h" ^  vh~ d' )"^ d h~ v]h~ . 
n n on on n n on on n n 
Therefore, 
K. - *; ».4.8) 
Therefore, 
".in"'''" ' • 
where 
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Therefore, 
traced^ ) » r . 
Hence, 
-^ Op(') . (3-4-9) 
since H 2^ (0 - > o (1) , we have 
n ~n ~n p 
V" (8 - 8°) = 0 (.1) . (3.4.10) 
n ~n ~n p 
Using (3.4.9) and (3.4.10) we have. 
Now, 
F - (2. - a2)- âS> 
z ' z  ,  
«here z - «(sjoA'ujon'"»(8)oa<In " âS' ' •"•erefote the 
conclusion follows from Theorem 2.3.$. • 
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4. APPLICATIONS 
In Chapter 3 we derived asymptotic results for a linear model with 
coefficients satisfying nonlinear restrictions. The results obtained In 
Chapter 3 are applicable to ordinary regression models where the 
regressors are independent of the errors and the parameters satisfy some 
nonlinear restrictions. The results of Chapter 3 are also applicable to 
models where the regressors include a lagged dependent variable. A 
regression model with autocorrelated errors can also be written as a 
linear model (as in 1.1.6) with some of the lags of the dependent 
variable occurring as regressors and the parameters satisfying some 
nonlinear restrictions. 
A regression model with autocorrelated errors serves as a 
satisfactory model for many situations in practice. The set of 
regressors very often Includes polynomial trends in time. This model 
was one of the motivations for the results of Chapter 3. In this 
chapter we discuss the applications of the results from Chapter 3 to the 
special case of a regression model with autocorrelated errors. 
4.1 The Regression Model with Stationary Errors 
and Stationary Regressors 
In this section we consider an example of a regression model with a 
stationary regressor and stationary errors. The sum of squares of each 
of the regressors in the model is of order in probability n . We also 
assume that the sample correlation matrix has a nonslngular limit. 
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Thus, the transformation matrix , described in Section 2.1, can be 
taken to be the identity matrix. 
Consider the model 
?t " *0 + hh + "t ' 
pVi + ®t ' (4.1.1) 
where (X^ } is a sequence of fixed variables and {e^ } is a sequence 
of independent (0, o^ ) random variables with E{|e^ |^ *^ } < L for some 
real L and v greater than zero. The vector (gg, g^ ) is an element 
of two-dimensional Euclidean space and the parameter p is less than 
one in absolute value. The initial value Uq is assumed to be zero. 
We assume that 
-1  
SYM 
\ 
zx t-1 
ffit^ t-l 
» L i  
EY, t-1 
:Xt?t-i 
:Xt-i?t-i 
:T%-1 
\ 
—> v"^  , 
(4.1.2) 
where all summations are taken from t = 1 to t»n. 
The condition (4.1.2) implies that the sum of squares of the 
regressor {X^ } is increasing at a rate of n . The condition (4.1.2) 
will not allow X% to be a time trend. The condition (4.1.2) ensures 
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that the conditions of Theorem 1 of Fuller, Hasza, and Goebel (1981) are 
satisfied and hence. Assumption 3 and Assumption 4 are satisfied with 
a nl . Therefore, the regression coefficients in the regression of 
on and an Intercept, will have a limiting 
normal distribution. We can rewrite the model equation (4.1.1) as 
\ ' Sod - P) + BjXj - 4. 
or as 
(4.1.3) 
where 
6* • (Qjj @2' ®3» -  t0Q( l  -  p) ,  P j ,  -  8]p ,  p ]  .  
The equation (4.1.3) is in the form 
where - (1, X^ , Xj._j, Yj._j) • 
The restriction on the model (4.1.3) is given by 
f(0) - 03 + 6284 - 0 (4.1.4) 
The function f(9) given in (4.1.4) is continuous and twice 
dlfferentlable. The vector of derivatives is given by 
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®o " ®on " • (4.1.5) 
Now, 
where V Is defined in (4.1.2). Therefore, 
Now by (4.1.2), 
n"^  - diag(n"l dlag(v"b 
Hence, 
- Op(l) . (4.1.8) 
Also, we have. 
"on - "o • «4 - »4' "• «2 - • 
®on - "o • »4 - «4' »• »2 - »2> • 
and 
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®on " ®o " ®4 " ®4' ®2 " ®2^  ' 
where 6 , 6 and 6 are as described In Section 3.2. By Theorem 1, 
0 - 9O _ 0 (n 2^ ) 9 _ gO _ 0 (n  ^) and 0 - 00 • 0 (n  ^) . A# p ' fW fW p fW fV p 
Hence, all of the conditions of Lemma I of Section 3.3 satisfied. By 
Lemma 1 of Section 3.3, Assumption 5 of Theorem 2 of Chapter 3 Is also 
satisfied. Hence, by Theorem 2 of Chapter 3, 
n^ /2 - 00) £ M n ^ 2(0 _ gO) (4.1.9) /N» A# 1 1 /W /N# ' 
where 
Mjj - ti - vi);(D„TO;r'D^ j . 
Under our model, by Theorem 1 of Fuller, Hasza and Goebel (1981), 
n ^ 2^ (0 _ 00) _£_> N(0, V) . 
Therefore, 
n^ /2(0 - 00) _£_> N(0, MjiVM'P 
where Is as In (4.1.9). Now, 
(4.1.10) 
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[I - VD'(d VD')~\]V(I - VD'(d^ VD') %]' 
o o o  o  o o o  o  
n 
- [v - VD'(D VD'T^ D V] . 
o o o 
(4.1.11) 
If we let 
-11 
%1 
=12 
-22 
= (I: D^ )'v(I: D^ ) 
where 1 Is k x k Identity matrix, we have by Theorem 2.1.1, 
1^1^ 11 " ~11 ~12~22~21 * 
The result obtained above agrees with the theorem stated in Fuller 
(1985). 
The model (4.1.1) contains only one regressor. We would obtain the 
same result If we had more than one regressor, as long as the vector of 
regressors satisfies a condition analogous to (4.1.2). 
4.2 An Example with Stationary Errors 
In Section 4.1 we discussed the limiting distribution of the 
nonlinear least squares estimator for a regression model with auto-
correlated errors when the sums of squares for all of the regressors 
were increasing at the rate n . Now we consider a case where the sum 
of squares is Increasing at a different rate. Let us consider the model 
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- *0 + + "t ' 
Uj. - ®t * t • 1, 2, , (4.2.1) 
0 , t « 0 , 
where {e^ } Is a sequence of Independent random variables with 
E(e^ *^ ) < L < " for some 6 > 0 . We suppose |pj < 1 . We can 
rewrite the model as 
yj. - 0q(1 - p) + + pYj._j + e^ , (4.2.2) 
t " 2, 3, ... * . 
We have from (4.2.1) that 
t^ - St + "t 
where = gg + and 
i 
u - E p-^ e . (4.2.3) 
c j-0 J 
Therefore, a transformation of the type described in (3.1.2) for 
our model Is 
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where 
"tin • : • 
"tîn " • "(0) " "^ t-l - *(-1)' ' 
'C3n - Vl - *(-1) • 
"tin - Vl - 6Ô - "î^t-l • "t-l ' 
E «, - a(o))»t.l - 2(-l)) 
—H : 
J. <Vi - \.i))' 
X. > •• 
•<0) • :  ^' 
&.1) - è X "t-i ' 
and (B^ , bJ, pO) denotes the vector of true values of the 
parameters. Therefore, the regprameterizatlon of (4.2.1) is given by 
\ " ®ln + ®2n''t2n + ®3n*t3n + ®4n"tln + ®t ' 
where 
®ln " - P) + ®1*(0) " ®l''Vl) ' 
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®2n - ' 
®3n • - BjP + b0j + gOp 
• - »4n> + V'î 
and 6^  ^= p . Therefore the restriction on the model (4.2.5) is 
®3n - S{p - 0 (4.2.6) 
or 
- "> - \n'î " » " 
The matrix of derivatives evaluated at the true values is 
»on • - I". 1. «5n - '!> (4-2-7) 
- (0, 0^  ^- b, 1, 0) . 
Let 
"KXn - *tn^ n 
where X;,.. »ji„) end {Xjj„. I - 1, 2, 3) are 
defined in (4.2.4). Then 
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- dlag{n. Ex22„, (4 .2 .8)  
We need to conq>ute the matrix defined In (3.2.8) In order to 
verify the assumptions of Theorem 2 of.Section 2.2. Note that Is a 
scalar for the model (4.2.1) and 
(4 .2 .9)  
Let 
1 
0 
0 
0 
4n 
0 
1 
0 
— b 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
« L  -  8 °  
(4 .2 .10)  
and let 
(2. - 2:)' - "in - «în «4n -
denote the vector of deviations from the true value of 9 . Then 
~n 
X„ - XS • «ân • 
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Is a transformation of the original parameter deviations such that the 
last element of Xn ~ iïn linear approximation to the restriction 
(4.2.6). Also ®on*5i^ n®0n lower right element of . 
Since C is full rank, oÇ^ C* is nonslngular. Therefore, by Theorem 
2.1.4, 
®^on*San®ôn^  " ®22n ' ®21n®lln®12n ' (4.2.11) 
where 
and 
n 
®lln ®12n 
®21n ®22n 
Now, 
„-l 
/ 1 
0 
\ 0 
0 
1 
0 0 \ 
0 0 
0 - (ej^  - b) 0 1 
1 0 / 
(4.2.12) 
where we used 0^  ^- 0® • 0 , and 
C'-'x', - ». Jtt - X(0) - »t-l' h-1 -
(4.2.13) 
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From (4.2.13) and (4.2.11) It follows that ("on'^ o^n^ "^  Che 
residual sum of squares from the regression of (X^  ^  ^^ ) on the 
vector 
[1. - X(0) - pO(X,.j - Uj-ll (4.2.13a) 
We first consider the case In which the standardized sums of 
squares and products of (X^ , X^  ^ ) are converging. Assume that for 
some c > 0 , we have 
.-c 
" *t-i*t-j (4.2.14) 
and the d^ j are such that d^ j djj, for j,l 0, 1 and 
*^ 00 '^ Ol 
'10 "11 
/ 
is Invertible. 
The restriction given by (4.2.6) satisfies Assumptions 1 and 2 of 
Chapter 2. By the definition of 1 = 1, 2, 3} given in (4.2.4) 
and (4.2.14), we have that 
11m sup ( E x2,_)"^ x2, " 0 for 1 - 1, 2, 3 . 
n-H» l<t<n j-1 
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And, since |p| <1 , Theorem 1 of Fuller, Hasza, and Goebel (1981) 
applies to the model when the regressor satisfies (4.2.14). 
Therefore, the unrestricted estimator of 6^  has a limiting normal 
distribution and Assumptions 3 and 4 of Chapter 2 are satlslfed. It 
remains to show that Assumption 5 Is satisfied. Consider 
"n -
where 
"n - 1' »2n " «Sn» 
and 6^  Is defined in (4.2.9). Then 
- [0. , 0, cjt (S;, - eO„)h;^ /2J . 
where 
"22» • - X(0) - "«t-i -
and (4.2.15) 
*44» - «Vl - - «ÎVi>' • :"|.i • 
Now, Is the residual sum of squares from the regression of 
Xj._j - on the vector In (4.2.13a). Hence, by (4.2.14) we have 
that 
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G - 0 (n®) . (4.2.16) 
n p 
Again by (4.2.14) we have that 
hggn - Op(n"®) . (4.2.17) 
By Assumption 3 of Chapter 2, which is already verified, 
(0^  ^- 0^ )^ - Op(n 2^) and it follows that 
By Assumption 3, 2^^ i^ ®2n " ®2n^  " ^.(l) • Therefore, 
Hence, we have that • 0^ (1) . The other two conditions in 
Assunqitlon 5 can be verified similarly. 
Now we consider the case in which is a random walk defined by 
X. - Z a. , (4.2.17a) 
 ^ j-0 J 
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where the aj are Independent Identically distributed N(0, 
random variables. While such a sequence does not satisfy (4.2.14), it 
can be shown that 
Ji ' 
9 n 1 
[n~^  (X^  - X(o))^ J" - Op(l) . (4.2.18) 
[See Fuller (1976), Section 8.5]. Since = 1 , we have that 
n 
lim sup ( Z x2, ) x2 - 0 . 
n+" l<t<n j-1 
Now, the residual sum of squares from the regression of 
Xj on Xj._j with an intercept. Therefore, 
, n , n _ 
n Z x2_ < n Z (a - a)2 . (4.2.18a) 
t-1 t-1  ^
Since n ^ Z^ _^ (a^  - a)^  + almost surely, it follows from (4.2.18a) 
that (n bounded almost surely. From parts 1 and 3 of 
Lemma 6 of Lai and Wei (1983), 
n 
t X ,a - O(log n) , almost surely, 
t-1  ^
n 
( Z X2)~ - 0(n~ ) , almost surely. 
t-1 
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It follows that 
-1 ° 
n~ £ " o » almost surely, (4.2.18b) 
t-l 
and 
v-1 11m sup ( Z x?o_) x2«_ - 0 , almost surely. 
n-H» l<t<n J-1 
Similarly, by Lemma 6 or Theorem 3 of Lai and Wei (1983) 
n 
11m sup ( E *?•»„) *?•» " 0 , almost surely. 
n-H» l<t<n j-1 J 
Hence, the conditions of Theorem 1 of Fuller, Hasza, and Goebel are 
met. Since |p| < 1 , the unrestricted least squares estimator of 6^  
is converging in distribution to a normal distribution and Assumptions 3 
and 4 of Chapter 2 are satisfied. Now we shall verify the conditions of 
Assumption 5. Recall that 6^  is the residual sum of squares from the 
regression of (X^ .j - on the vector 
[1, Xj. - - P^ CXj-i ~ *(-1)^ » can be shown that 
"'Sz. - - X(0)): 
(4.2.19) 
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converges to in probability. Similarly, If we let 
Z, - Xt - " Vl • 
then 
®n " z(Xt-i - X(-1)): - [E(Xt-i - 3x-i))(Zt " z)]:[E(Zt - Z)2] 
(4.2.20) 
where 
n 
Z - r 
t-1 
Now, 
- o'h-i • " - ""«t-i + Vi 
and, therefore, for p" * 1 , 
*t-l - *(-1) • " - - 5) + (1 - • 
Since Is the residual sum of squares from the regression of 
on Z|. with an intercept, we have that 
°"^ ®n + (1 - P°>"\a ' 
in probability, for pO * 1 . By (4.2.19) and (4.2.20), and using 
®^4n " *4n) " °p^ °"  ^ P° " 1 . 
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~ ®4n^ 2^2n " V" * (4.2.21) 
From (4.2.19), (Og^  ~ ®2n^  "  ^) for p" * 1 , and hence, 
(«2. - »Sa»'44n'  '''  " 
Now It follows from (4.2.21) and (4.2.22) that w^  • 0^ (1) . When we 
proved that w^  • 0^ (1) , we used the order In probability properties of 
82^  and 0^  ^. Since, by Theorem 1 of Chapter 2, the order In 
probability of 8 - 8® and 8* - 8® are the same as the order In 
probability of ân ~ ân ' other two conditions of Assumption 5 can 
be verified similarly. Therefore, all of the assumptions of Theorem 2 
of Chapter 3 are satisfied and we have. 
where 8^  is the nonlinear least squares estimator and 
«lin • " -
When |p| < 1 we have a limiting normal distribution for the nonlinear 
least squares estimator. The asymptotic variance covarlance matrix of 
•n'^  <In • Sj> 1» Slven by 
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Since the vector of nonlinear least squares estimator has a 
limiting normal distribution the use of usual regression statistics are 
appropriate for the model (4.2.1). The reparameterlzatlon, described In 
(4.2.4), applied to the model (4.2.2) gives the model equation (4.2.5). 
In the model equation (4.2.5) we have 6^  ^- 3]^  ^ for all n . By 
Theorem 2 of Chapter 3 we have that the t-ratio for testing 0^  ^• 0 
has a limiting standard normal distribution. Hence, we can use the t-
ratlo to test hypotheses about the parameter and use the critical 
values given by the normal approximation in large samples. Now, we 
demonstrate that. In the general case of model (1.1.1), the results of 
Theorem 2 of Chapter 3 permit the use of ordinary least squares 
statistics for inference, assume that it is desired to test the 
hypothesis 
®0= °q"° 
for the model (1.1.1) with all roots of the characteristic equation less 
than one in absolute value. With no loss of generality we can place the 
coefficient to be tested last in the set of variables. Thus, we arrange 
the model in the form 
q-1 p 
E a.^ l» . + E 
1-1 " j-1 - .1 * "ql't, + S 
The variables critical to the transformation are 
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(*tl' *t2' •••' ®t-l* ®t-2' ®t-p* *cq) ' (4.2.23) 
The Gram-Schmidt type of transformation described in Fuller, Hasza, and 
Goebel (1981) is then performed on the set of variables in the order of 
(4.2.23). In this order 0 . " o for all n . Hence the limiting 
n,p+p q 
distribution for 
P^+q " 2n,p+q[^ p+q,p+q^  ^  
where s^  is the regression residual mean square, is N(0, 1) . 
4.3 A Nonstationary Case 
In Section 4.2 we assumed that p was less than one in absolute 
value. In this section we consider the case when p is equal to one. 
When p « 1 , we have a regression model with errors following a random 
walk. We assume that an intercept is included in the model. Since 
p - 1 , the asymptotic distribution of the unrestricted estimator is 
given by Theorem 2 of Fuller, Hasza, and Goebel (1981). In order to be 
able to use Theorem 2 of Fuller, Hasza, and Goebel (1981) we need to 
verify that 
11. («2 Î I S t Xu„Vh,ln • " 1 - 2. 3 • 
n+w t"l t"l h"0 
(4.3.1) 
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The condition (4.3.1) Is condition (17) of Fuller, Hasza, and Goebel 
(1981). Conditions (18) and (19) of Theorem 2 of Fuller, Hasza, and 
Goebel (1981) are satisfied for our model. The condition (4.3.1) will 
not be satisfied by polynomials in time. For this reason Fuller, Hasza, 
and Goebel (1981) give separate results for models with time trends. 
For the random walk defined in (4.2.17a) we have that 
^^ *t*t+h^  " '''aa ' 
Therefore, 
n ^ n-t n 
E{ e" -Z t*t*t+h^  - Z (n - t)tOg^  - 0(n3) . 
t»l h«0 t-1 
(4.3.2) 
Now, 
n n-t 
>.., X^ )C^ (Xj, ..., Xg)' 
where. 
/ 1 
2 
0 
1 
2 
3 
. .  i \  
. . 2 
. . 3 
0 0 0 
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since, E(Xj) - 0 for every 1 , and E(XjXj^ j) - , for every 1 
and j > 0 , we have, (X^ , ..., X^ )' ~ N(0, 2 + ®n^ °aa^  * 
Therefore, 
vtjj Ifo tt.ceH2-'c„(c^ + c;))2l , 
where we used the formula for the variance of quadratic form in a zero 
mean, normal random vector. Now, 
trace[{C^ (C^  + - 0(n6) , 
because the largest element of c or of c + c' is n . Therefore, 
n n n 
n n-t 
Var{ Z E tX^ X^ +h> " O(n^ ) • 
t-1 h-0 c c 
Therefore, 
I -4 " -4 a "-t _1/, 
P{ n ^  Z E tX X . - E{n E E tX X } > e n 
t-1 h-0 t-1 h-0 t t+n I 
1/ _Q  ^ n~t _*/n 
< e n '2n ®V{ E E tX.X. } - 0(n . (4.3.3) 
t-1 h-0 c : * 
Now, E^ j^ n < » , and therefore, by the Borel-Cantelll Lemma [See, 
for exan^ le. Theorem 4.2.1 and Theorem 4.2.2 of Chung (1974)], It 
follows that 
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. n n-t n n-t _ ly 
n Z Z tX.X. .. - E{n~ Z 2 tX X . } - o(n , almost surely. 
t-1 h-0 ' " t-1 h-0  ^
By (4.3.2), as n , 
. n n-t , 
E{n"^  Z E tX.X. } - 0(n"^ ) . 
t-1 h-0 
Therefore, 
n n-t _ lyr 
n" E E tX X .. - o(n 4) ^ almost surely. (4.3.6) 
t-1 h-0  ^
Now, by (3.7) of Lai and Wei (1983) 
-2. 11m Inf n (log log n) E Xj - % o , almost surely. 
n-H» t-1  ^ ** 
Therefore, 
* 1 2^  ^ ~ 1 (log log n)" (n~ E X^ ) - 0(1) , almost surely. 
t-1  ^
Now, 
n , n nr-t , n , . n n-t 
(n2 E X2)"^  E E tX. X. .. - (n"^  E X2)""\n~^  E E tX.X^ .. ) 
t-1 t-1 h-0 t-1 t-1 h-0 ' 
0(log log n) • o(n  ^) 
rV4 o(n 4 log log n) - o(l) , almost surely. 
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because, n~ ^ log log n + 0 as n+". Therefore, condition (4.3.1) 
is satisfied for a random walk. Since the order properties of the 
random walk moments corrected for a mean are the same as those of the 
raw moments, condition (4.3.1) holds for - X . See page 385 
of Fuller (1976) for moment properties of - X . Since 
x^ 2n " - X) - b(Xj.__j - X) , behaves like a^  - â , asymptotically, 
Condition (4.3.1) holds for X22n as well. 
By Theorem 2 of Fuller, Hasza, and Goebel, the first three elements 
1, . . 
of H 2(8 - 6") are asymptotically normal with zero mean. The last 
n ~n ~n 
\t A A A 
element of H 2(8 - @0) is distributed as t where t is the "t-
n ~n ~n y y 
ratio" characterized by Dickey and Fuller (1979). 
To apply Theorem 2 of Chapter 3 to the nonlinear least squares 
estimator we need to verify the conditions of Assumption 5. Recall 
that is the residual sum of squares from the regression of X^  ^  
on Zj. , with an intercept, where • When p" « 1 , 
Z^  - a^  and therefore, 
"n - «Vi - *(-!))' - • 
Hence, using (4.2.18), we have that 
®n < (^^ t-1 - Xt_l))= - • (4.3.6) 
Now for p® • 1 , h^ ^^  - • Op(n2) and therefore. 
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<»4n - »4.) - • (4.3.7) 
Now It follows from (4.3.6) and (4.3.7) that 
Also, since 2^2n^ ®2n ~ ®2n^  " 2^2n " have 
-  ''2n»''JÙ' • %<»"*>  •  
Hence, •• 0^ (1) . The other two conditions of Assumption 5 are 
verified similarly. Hence, the results of Theorem 2 of Chapter 3 may be 
applied to the nonstatlonary case. However, in contrast to the station­
ary case, we can not say that the asymptotic distribution of  ^is 
normal. The asymptotic distribution of each element of H ^ (8 - 6^ ) 
n ~n ~n 
depends on the structure of the matrix . An element of 
®n^  (En ~ will be asymptotically normal if the corresponding row of 
has a zero in the last column. If there is a nonzero weight for 
l/o " 
the last element of H 2(8 - 8°) , then the distribution is that of a 
n ~n ~n 
random variable that is a linear combination of a normal random variable 
and , where the distribution of is that given in Dickey and 
Fuller (1979). 
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5. MONTE CARLO STUDY 
In the earlier chapters we Investigated the large sample behavior 
of the nonlinear least squares estimator of the parameters of a linear 
regression model with autocorrelated errors. To Investigate the 
performance of the nonlinear least squares estimator In finite samples 
we carried out a Monte Carlo experiment. For the experiment we 
considered a simple model with two regressors and an intercept. The 
errors were generated to follow a first order autoregression. One of 
the regressors was chosen to be the normal random walk and the other was 
a sequence of Independent N(0, 1) random variables. The sum of 
squares of random walk is of order In probability n^  and the sum of 
squares of an lid sequence of N(0, 1) is of order in probability n . 
Therefore, unequal normalizers are required for the different estimators 
to obtain a nondegenerate limiting distribution. 
There are a few Monte Carlo experiments in the literature related 
to our model. Rao and Griliches (1969) consider a model with a 
stationary regressor and a stationary first order autoregresslve error 
process. A regression model with a regressor which follows a random 
walk and errors which follow a stationary first order autoregression was 
considered by KrSoer (1986). The Monte Carlo experiment in Kramer 
(1986) conqiared the ordinary least squares estimator to the generalized 
least squares estimator with known autoregresslve parameter. The 
generalized least squares estimator is the best linear unbiased esti­
mator for the regression parameters. However, the generalized least 
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squares estimator Is unattainable In practice, since It requires the 
knowledge of varlance-covariance matrix of the errors. 
The model considered In our study Is an extension of the model 
considered by Kramer (1986). Our model contains one more regressor and 
In addition, we congiare the performance of the nonlinear estimator to 
the performance of the unattainable generalized least squares estimator 
constructed with known covarlance matrix. We also Include the case of 
autoregresslve errors that are nonstatlonary. 
where SQ " 0 , - 1 , " 1 , and 
e^  ~ NI(0, 1) . 
The sequence {X^ }^ is a random walk generated by the following 
stochastic difference equation. 
5.1 The Experiment 
For the Monte Carlo experiment our model Is 
Tt " *0 + Bl^ lt + *2=2, + "t 
(5.1.1) 
(5.1.2) 
where 
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Wj. ~ NI(0, 1) . 
The sequence {Xg^ } such that ~ NI(0, 1) . The sequence 
{Uj.} is independent of {X^ }^ and {X^ }^ . 
By the discussion in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, the assumptions of 
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 of Chapter 3 are satisfied for the model 
described by (5.1.1) for all p in the interval [-1, 1] . 
The values of 3q , 3^  and were the same throughout the 
experiment. We considered different values of p In the range -1 to 
1. Since the values of p close to 1 or -1 are more interesting than 
the values of p close to zero,_^ we considered more values of p close 
to the boundary. 
The random number generator RANNOR In SAS was used to generate the 
normal random variables. The random walk {X^ }^ was generated using 
the stochastic difference equation (5.1.2) with the Initial value 
XjQ - 0 , so that *11 " • The error sequence {u^ } was generated 
using the difference equation u^  • ''"t-1 ^  ®t * values of p 
other than -1 and 1 the Initial value uq was taken to be a normal 
random variable with mean zero and variance (1 - p2) ^  , to ensure 
stationarlty. For values of p with |p| - 1 , the initial value Uq 
was taken to be zero. 
5.2 The Estimators 
In our study we considered samples of size 25 and 100. The number 
of Monte Carlo replications were one thousand for all values of p less 
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than one and for the case when p - 1 the number of replications were 
five thousand. From each sample we computed several estimators of the 
regression parameters and of p • We describe each of the estimation 
procedures In the following paragraphs. 
1. Ordinary Least Squares Estimators 
We obtain the ordinary least squares estimator of gg , 0^  and 
@2 by regressing on the variables and with an 
Intercept. We will denote the ordinary least squares estimators by 
O^OLS » l^OLS *20LS * 
2. Generalized Least Squares Estimators 
The knowledge of p gives us the varlance-covarlance matrix of the 
vector of errors (u^ , ..., u^ )' for a given sample size n . 
Therefore, if p is known, we can confute the generalized least squares 
estimator of the regression parameters. It is convenient in our model 
to compute the generalized least squares estimator by a regression 
involving suitably transformed variables. In fact, we computed the gen­
eralized least squares estimator by a regression where the last n - 1 
observations were (Y^  - *it " P*lt-l' *2t ~ P*2t-1^  * 
values of p other than -1 and 1 we took the first observation in the 
regression to be 
((1 - p2)^ /2Yj, (1 - p2)^ /2, (1 _ p2)V2Xjj, (1 - p2) ^ 2^X2^ ) 
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When p was either 1 or -1 we deleted the first observation from the 
saiq>le. For |p| < 1 , the intercept In this regression Is estimating 
0q(1 - p) rather than . 
Since the generalized least squares estimator is the best linear 
unbiased estimator for the regression parameters in the model (5.1.1) 
for all values of p , we take its performance to be the benchmark. We 
denote the generalized least squares estimators of and gg by 
®1GLS 2^GLS respectively. 
3. Estimated Generalized Least Squares Estimator 
The generalized least squares estimator described above requires 
knowledge of the true value of p . The estimated generalized least 
squares estimators are computed in the same way as the generalized least 
squares estimator except that an estimator of p is used in the place 
of p . The estimator p used in our study was the first order sample 
autocorrelation of the residuals from the ordinary least squares 
regression described in paragraph 1. 
4. Nonlinear Least Squares Estimators 
In order to compute the nonlinear least squares estimator we 
rewrite the model as 
\ - »> * + ^2'^t - + "Vl + 
t " 2p 3, *# * $ n p 
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and the estimators for » gg P are obtained by minimizing the 
sum of squared errors using the Gauss-Newton method. The estimators 
®1NLIN * 2^NLIN N^LIN obtained after four Iterations. Since 
the model equation (5.2.1) contains the lags, the estimators are based 
on n - 1 observations. 
* M 
The estimators and Pjjijjj of p were restricted to the 
Interval [-1, 1] by setting the estimate equal to the closest boundary 
value whenever It was outside the Interval at the last Iteration. The 
Initial values for the nonlinear estimation procedure were obtained by 
estimating the equation (5.2.1), Ignoring the nonlinear restrictions on 
the coefficients, by the ordinary least squares regression of Yj. on 
*lt » %lt-l » *2t » *2t-l t^-1 * 
5.3 The Results 
The Monte Carlo study of the small sample behavior of the 
estimators supports the results of Theorems 1, 2 and 3 of Chapter 2. 
Tables 5.1 through 5.6 give the empirical bias of the various estimators 
of , $2 P for samples of size 25 and 100. It is known that 
the ordinary least squares estimators of (6^ , g^ ) , the generalized 
least squares estimators of (g^ , gg) and the estimated generalized 
least squares estimators of (g^ , gg) are unbiased. The standard error 
for the bias estimates in the Tables 5.1-5.4 vary from 0.001 to 0.02 and 
are of the same magnitude as the bias estimates. In all cases the bias 
estimate is not significant at the 0.05 level. 
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Table 5.1. Empirical bias of various estimators of 
for n - 25 
P *10LS *1GLS *1EGLS *1NLIN 
1.00 -0.001 0.000 -0.003 -0.001 
0.99 -0.002 -0.006 -0.002 -0.002 
0.95 0.000 -0.003 0.000 -0.000 
0.90 0.021 0.014 0.017 0.021 
0.70 0.005 0.009 0.008 0.008 
0.50 -0.008 -0.009 -0.009 -0.010 
0.25 -0.006 -0.004 -0.005 -0.004 
0.00 -0.003 -0.003 -0.004 -0.003 
-0.25 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 0.003 
-0.50 -0.003 -0.003 -0.003 -0.002 
-0.70 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.004 
-0.90 0.004 0.001 0.001 0.000 
-0.95 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
-0.99 -0.008 0.002 0.001 0.002 
-1.00 0.000 -0.001 -0.001 -0.000 
Table 5.2. Empirical bias of various estimators of g, 
for n • 100 
P *10LS *1GLS *1EGLS *1NLIN 
1.00 -0.005 0.001 -0.001 0.000 
0.99 -0.031 0.002 -0.001 0.000 
0.95 0.023 0.005 0.009 0.007 
0.90 0.008 0.002 0.005 0.003 
0.70 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 
0.50 -0.002 -0.003 -0.003 -0.002 
0.25 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 
0.00 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 
-0.25 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
-0.50 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 
-0.70 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 
-0.90 -0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
-0.95 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
-0.99 -0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 
-1.00 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.001 
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Table 5.3. Enqilrlcal bias of various estimators of g, 
for n • 25 
A A A A 
p ®20LS *2GLS *2EGLS *2NLIN 
1.00 0.002 0.003 0.005 0.003 
0.99 0.008 -0.011 -0.011 -0.012 
0.95 -0.009 -0.002 -0.004 -0.002 
0.90 0.001 0.008 0.010 0.008 
0.70 0.008 0.003 0.005 0.004 
0.50 0.006 0.001 0.002 -0.001 
0.25 0.009 0.010 0.014 0.013 
0.00 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 
-0.25 —0.006 -0.003 0.000 0.001 
-0.50 -0.000 -0.002 -0.001 -0.002 
-0.70 0.007 0.002 0.002 0.001 
-0.90 0.020 0.007 0.009 0.007 
-0.95 0.001 0.000 0.002 0.000 
-0.99 -0.023 0.002 0.001 0.005 
-1.00 -0.024 -0.004 -0.005 -0.005 
Table 5.4. Empirical bias of various estimators of 6o 
for n ~ 100 
P ®20LS *2GLS *2EGLS *2NLIN 
1.00 0.005 -0.000 -0.000 0.000 
0.99 0.015 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 
0.95 -0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
0.90 0.005 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 
0.70 -0.000 0.003 0.003 0.003 
0.50 0.004 0.001 0.000 0.001 
0.25 -0.004 -0.004 -0.004 -0.004 
0.00 -0.001 -0.001 -0.002 -0.002 
-0.25 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 
-0.50 0.002 -0.002 -0.001 -0.001 
-0.70 0.006 —0.001 -0.001 -0.001 
-0.90 0.006 0.001 0.001 0.001 
-0.95 -0.023 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 
-0.99 0.015 0.001 0.001 0.001 
-1.00 0.008 0.000 0.000 0.000 
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Table 5.5. Ençirlcal bias of various estimators 
of p for n - 25 
» 
p 
"OLS PNLIN 
1.00 -0.361 -0.226 
0.99 -0.349 -0.219 
0.95 -0.332 -0.214 
0.90 -0.313 -0.199 
0.70 -0.254 -0.180 
0.50 -0.186 -0.137 
0.25 -0.130 -0.116 
0.00 -0.076 -0.083 
-0.25 -0.022 -0.045 
-0.50 0.016 -0.024 
-0.70 0.051 0.006 
-0.90 0.094 0.042 
-0.95 0.090 0.041 
-0.99 0.086 0.038 
-1.00 0.115 0.066 
Table 5.6. Empirical bias of various estimators 
of p for n • 100 
P CO
 
PNLIN 
1.00 -0.097 -0.054 
0.99 -0.091 -0.050 
0.95 -0.082 -0.048 
0.90 -0.075 -0.045 
0.70 -0.060 -0.043 
0.50 -0.042 -0.031 
0.25 -0.032 -0.027 
0.00 -0.024 -0.024 
-0.25 -0.004 -0.009 
-0.50 -0.006 -0.002 
-0.70 0.013 0.003 
-0.90 0.026 0.016 
-0.95 0.024 0.013 
-0.99 0.024 0.013 
-1.00 0.029 0.018 
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Tables 5.5 and 5.6 display the usual bias towards zero In the 
etlmators of p . However, the bias in the nonlinear least squares 
estimator Is generally smaller than that of the two-step estimator 
of p , particularly for values of p close to 1. OLb 
Tables 5.7 through 5.12 display the empirical variances of various 
estimators of 0^  , gg and p . Tables 5.12 through 5.17 contain the 
en^ irical mean square errors of the various estimators of 3^  , 0^  and 
p for the sample sizes 25 and 100. Only the estimators of p display 
bias, and, hence, the tables of mean square errors are equivalent to the 
tables of variances for estimators of (0^ , 0^ ) . The generalized least 
squares estimator is the best linear unbiased estimator for (0^ , 02) 
and is conq)uted using the true value of p . The estimated generalized 
least squares estimation procedure and the nonlinear least squares 
estimation procedure estimate p , as well as (0^ , 02) . Therefore, 
one expects the variance of the generalized least squares estimator for 
(0^ , 0^ ) to be smaller than that of the other estimators. The numbers 
In the tables are in agreement with this fact. We also notice that the 
ordinary least squares estimator has, in general, significantly larger 
variance than the other estimators. The nonlinear least squares 
estimator appears to be very efficient relative to the generalized least 
squares estimator for samples of size 25, and the efficiency Increases 
for samples of size 100. The variance of the nonlinear least squares 
estimator of p , is in general, smaller than the variance of the least 
squares estimator based on the ordinary least squares residuals. 
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Table 5*7. Empirical variance of various estimators of g, 
for n " 25 
p 
*10LS *1GLS *1EGLS *1NLIN 
1.00 0.419 0.050 0.141 0.064 
0.99 0.371 0.046 0.134 0.059 
0.95 0.285 0.048 0.109 0.065 
0.90 0.228 0.050 0.097 0.064 
0.70 0.088 0.044 0.057 0.056 
0.50 0.049 0.033 0.039 0.047 
0.25 0.025 0.024 0.026 0.028 
0.00 0.018 0.018 0.020 0.022 
-0.25 0.016 0.015 0.015 0.017 
-0.50 0.014 0.011 0.011 0.011 
-0.70 0.015 0.008 0.008 0.009 
-0.90 0.024 0.007 0.007 0.007 
-0.95 0.055 0.006 0.006 0.006 
-0.99 0.159 0.006 0.006 0.006 
—1.00 0.049 0.006 0.006 0.006 
Table 5.8. Empirical variance of various estimators of g. 
for n = 100 
P *10LS *1GLS l^EGLS *1NLIN 
1.00 0.3920 0.0103 0.0317 0.0111 
0.99 0.2816 0.0105 0.0255 0.0115 
0.95 0.1131 0.0101 0.0163 0.0118 
0.90 0.0509 0.0091 0.0118 0.0108 
0.70 0.0094 0.0056 0.0060 0.0062 
0.50 0.0044 0.0036 0.0037 0.0039 
0.25 0.0020 0.0020 0.0020 0.0021 
0.00 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0011 
-0.25 0.0008 0.0008 0.0008 0.0008 
-0.50 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 
-0.70 0.0005 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 
-0.90 0.0006 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
-0.95 0.0010 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
-0.99 0.0042 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
-1.00 0.0044 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
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Table 5.9. Empirical variance of various estimators of g. 
for n - 25 
p 
*20LS ®2GLS *2EGLS *2NLIN 
1.00 0.158 0.025 0.033 0.026 
0.99 0.140 0.023 0.029 0.024 
0.95 0.123 0.030 0.035 0.032 
0.90 0.109 0.025 0.030 0.028 
0.70 0.075 0.032 0.037 0.035 
0.50 0.059 0.037 0.042 0.041 
0.25 0.048 0.043 0.046 0.050 
0.00 0.048 0.048 0.050 0.054 
-0.25 0.051 0.045 0.046 0.049 
-0.50 0.070 0.043 0.045 0.047 
-0.70 0.103 0.034 0.036 0.036 
-0.90 0.274 0.030 0.032 0.031 
-0.95 0.520 0.028 0.034 0.028 
-0.99 2.305 0.030 0.036 0.030 
-1.00 0.641 0.026 0.029 0.026 
Table 5.10. Empirical variance of various estimators of g. 
for n • 100 
P c
o 
J *2GLS a *2EGLS ®2NLIN 
1.00 0.125 0.005 0.005 0.005 
0.99 0.115 0.005 0.005 0.005 
0.95 0.058 0.005 0.005 0.005 
0.90 0.043 0.006 0.006 0.006 
0.70 0.018 0.007 0.007 0.007 
0.50 0.013 0.008 0.008 0.008 
0.25 0.011 0.010 0.010 0.010 
0.00 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.012 
-0.25 0.011 0.010 0.010 0.011 
-0.50 0.013 0.008 0.008 0.008 
-0.70 0.021 0.007 0.007 0.008 
-0.90 0.054 0.006 0.006 0.006 
-0.95 0.105 0.006 0.006 0.006 
-0.99 0.563 0.006 0.006 0.006 
-1.00 0.713 0.005 0.005 0.005 
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Table 5.11. Empirical variances of various 
estimators of p for n * 25 
p PoLS PNLIN 
1.00 0.036 0.036 
0.99 0.035 0.035 
0.95 0.036 0.040 
0.90 0.036 0.041 
0.70 0.036 0.045 
0.50 0.038 0.051 
0.25 0.038 0.048 
0.00 0.040 0.054 
-0.25 0.051 0.049 
-0.50 0.027 0.028 
-0.70 0.023 0.023 
-0.90 0.017 0.014 
-0.95 0.012 0.008 
-0.99 0.008 0.005 
-1.00 0.013 0.010 
Table'5.12. Empirical variances of various 
estimators of p for n " 100 
A 
P 
"ols "nlin 
1.00 0.0032 0.0021 
0.99 0.0033 0.0020 
0U95 0.0041 0.0034 
0.90 0.0043 0.0039 
0.70 0.0063 0.0065 
0.50 0.0082 0.0085 
0.25 0.0102 0.0106 
0.00 0.0096 0.0010 
-0.25 0.0094 0.0097 
-0.50 0.0080 0.0080 
-0.70 0.0054 0.0075 
-0.90 0.0026 0.0024 
-0.95 0.0015 0.0013 
-0.99 0.0009 0.0007 
—1.00 0.0010 0.0008 
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Table 5.13. Empirical mean square error of the various 
estimators of for n " 25 
A A A 
I^NLIN p *10LS *1GLS *1EGLS 
1.00 0.419 0.050 0.141 0.064 
0.99 0.371 0.046 0.134 0.059 
0.95 0.284 0.048 0.109 0.065 
0.90 0.223 0.050 0.097 0.065 
0.70 0.088 0.044 0.057 0.056 
0.50 0.049 0.033 0.039 0.047 
0.25 0.025 0.024 0.026 0.028 
0.00 0.018 0.018 0.020 0.022 
-0.25 0.016 0.015 0.015 0.017 
-0.50 0.014 0.011 0.011 0.011 
-0.70 0.015 0.008 0.008 0.009 
-0.90 0.024 0.007 0.007 0.007 
-0.95 0.055 0.006 0.006 0.006 
-0.99 0.159 0.006 0.006 0.006 
-1.00 0.049 0.006 0.006 0.006 
Table 5.14. Empirical mean square error multiplied by 100 
the various estimators of for n " 100 
P ®10LS *1GLS *1EGLS ®1NLIN 
1.00 39.196 1.046 3.176 1.107 
0.99 28.231 1.057 2.552 1.152 
0.95 11.351 1.013 1.645 1.188 
0.90 5.095 0.912 1.182 1.081 
0.70 0.941 0.556 0.599 0.624 
0.50 0.443 0.365 0.375 0.394 
0.25 0.202 0.199 0.201 0.210 
0.00 0.104 0.104 0.104 0.107 
-0.25 0.080 0.077 0.077 0.077 
-0.50 0.063 0.060 0.060 0.060 
-0.70 0.047 0.036 0.036 0.036 
-0.90 0.061 0.029 0.029 0.029 
-0.95 0.098 0.029 0.029 0.029 
-0.99 0.417 0.029 0.029 0.029 
-1.00 0.443 0.027 0.027 0.027 
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Table 5.15. Empirical mean square error of the various 
estimators of for n - 25 
p 
*20LS *2GLS *2EGLS *2NLIN 
1.00 0.158 0.025 0.033 0.026 
0.99 0.140 0.023 0.029 0.024 
0.95 0.146 0.030 0.035 0.032 
0.90 0.109 0.025 0.030 0.028 
0.70 0.075 0.032 0.037 0.078 
0.50 0.059 0.037 0.042 0.070 
0.25 0.048 0.043 0.047 0.061 
0.00 0.048 0.048 0.050 0.054 
-0.25 0.051 0.045 0.045 0.046 
-0.50 0.070 0.043 0.045 0.047 
-0.70 0.103 0.034 0.036 0.023 
-0.90 0.274 0.031 0.032 0.031 
-0.95 0.519 0.028 0.034 0.028 
-0.99 2.303 0.030 0.036 0.030 
-1.00 0.641 0.026 0.029 0.026 
Table 5.16. Empirical mean square error multiplied by 100 of 
the various estimators of for n - 100 
P *20LS ®2GLS *2EGLS 2^NLIN 
1.00 12.459 ' 0.536 0.543 0.538 
0.99 11.482 0.500 0.508 0.500 
0.95 5.782 0.525 0.526 0.526 
0.90 4.285 0.582 0.585 0.587 
0.70 1.827 0.711 0.716 0.716 
0.50 1.334 0.789 0.802 0.947 
0.25 1.077 0.957 0.982 0.981 
0.00 1.015 1.115 1.132 1.151 
-0.25 1.138 1.006 1.031 1.051 
-0.50 1.322 0.792 0.800 0.814 
-0.70 2.108 0.742 0.745 0.750 
-0.90 5.373 0.601 0.601 0.601 
-0.95 10.511 0.552 0.551 0.554 
-0.99 56.269 0.556 0.560 0.556 
-1.00 61.248 0.504 0.502 0.504 
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Table 5.17. Empirical mean square error of the various 
estimators of p for n - 25 
p 
"ols Pnlin 
1.00 0.158 0.087 
0.99 0.156 0.083 
0.95 0.146 0.086 
0.90 0.134 0.081 
0.70 0.075 0.078 
0.50 0.073 0.070 
0.25 0.055 0.061 
0.00 0.046 0.057 
-0.25 0.038 0.046 
-0.50 0.027 0.029 
-0.70 0.026 0.023 
-0.90 0.026 0.016 
-0.95 0.020 0.010 
-0.99 0.016 0.007 
-1.00 0.027 0.014 
Table 5.18. Empirical mean square error multiplied by 100 of 
the various estimators of . p for n <• 100 
A , 
P 
"OLS "NLIN 
1.00 1.269 0.503 
0.99 1.158 0.451 
0.95 1.084 0.570 
0.90 0.999 0.616 
0.70 0.985 0.832 
0.50 0.995 0.947 
0.25 1.123 1.129 
0.00 1.015 1.056 
-0.25 0.944 0.980 
-0.50 0.799 0.799 
-0.70 0.745 0.531 
-0.90 0.326 0.267 
-0.95 0.208 0.146 
-0.99 0.150 0.083 
-1.00 0.187 0.109 
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Our results on the efficiency of the ordinary least squares 
estimator relative to the generalized least squares estimator agree with 
the results of KrSmer (1986). The magnitude of the empirical variances 
and mean square errors of the estimators of and reflect the 
difference in the order of the sum of squares of the regressors 
and {X22} • 
Tables 5.19 and 5.20 cong)are the empirical variance of the 
nonlinear least squares estimator to that of the generalized least 
squares estimator for sample sizes 25 and 100. Tables 5.19 and 5.20 
indicate that a larger sample size may be required for efficient 
estimation of the coefficient of a nonstatlonary regressor. 
Tables 5.21 through 5.23 give the percentiles of the t-ratios of 
the nonlinear least squares estimators for the regression which Includes 
the weighted' first observation. We denote the' t-ratios by t^  , t~ 
1^ h 
and t~ . By the discussion In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, the t-ratios have 
P 
limiting standard normal distributions. The percentiles displayed in 
Tables 5.21 and 5.22 show reasonable agreement with percentiles of the 
standard normal distribution. The t-ratio associated with , (the 
coefficient of random walk) appears to have slightly thicker tails 
conqiared to the t-ratio associated with g^  , particularly for the 
values of p close to one. Tables 5.24 and 5.25 give the empirical 
percentiles of t~ and t~ for n - 25 . The percentiles of t~ 
h h 
and t<g compare favorably with the standard normal percentiles, 
however, the agreement is not as close as it was for n - 100 . 
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Table 5.19. Ratio of variance of the nonlinear least squares 
estimators of 0^  and to variance of generalized 
least squares estimator for n - 25 
p I^NLIN *2NLIN 
1.00 1.27 1.04 
0.99 1.28 1.05 
0.95 1.35 1.06 
0.90 1.28 1.09 
0.70 1.27 1.07 
0.50 1.40 1.10 
0.25 1.16 1.15 
0.00 1.21 1.14 
-0.25 1.12 1.09 
-0.50 1.04 1.09 
-0.70 1.04 1.04 
-0.90 1.03 1.02 
-0.95 0.99 1.00 
-0.99 1.00 1.00 
—1.00 1.00 1.01 
Table 5.20. Ratio of variance of the nonlinear least squares 
estimators of and gg to variance of generalized 
least squares estimator for n " 100 
sr 
*1NLIN 2^NLIN P 
1.00 1.06 1.00 
0.99 1.09 1.00 
0.95 1.17 1.00 
0.90 1.19 1.01 
0.70 1.12 1.01 
0.50 1.08 1.03 
0.25 1.06 1.03 
0.00 1.03 1.03 
-0.25 1.00 1.04 
-0.50 1.00 1.03 
-0.70 1.00 1.01 
-0.90 1.00 1.00 
-0.95 1.00 1.00 
-0.99 1.00 1.00 
-1.00 1.00 1.00 
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Table 5.21. Empirical percentiles of t~ for n = 100 
1^ 
p • 1% 5% 25% 50% 75% 95% 99% 
1.00 -2.74 -1.77 -0.69 0.00 0.73 1.75 2.57 
0.99 -2.78 -1.86 -0.82 0.04 0.82 1.78 2.66 
0.95 -3.06 -1.85 -0.73 0.03 0.85 2.24 . 3.36 
0.90 -3.22 -1.96 -0.69 0.04 0.81 1.99 , 3.08 
0.70 -2.80 -1.90 -0.75 -0.02 0.75 2.00 3.16 
0.50 -2.58 -1.87 -0.86 -0.10 0.76 1.89 2.73 
0.25 -2.53 -1.82 -0.69 -0.00 0.75 1.75 2.95 
0.00 -2.63 -1.69 -0.67 -0.01 0.67 1.67 2.49 
-0.25 -2.37 -1.69 -0.66 -0.02 0.74 1.71 2.43 
-0.50 -2.57 -1.69 -0.76 -0.02 0.61 1.65 2.39 
-0.70 -2.24 -1.61 -0.67 -0.03 0.61 1.58 2.28 
-0.90 -2.25 -1.54 -0.60 0.03 0.64 1.56 2.32 
-0.95 -2.28 -1.48 -0.65 0.00 0.74 1.66 2.26 
-0.99 -2.44 -1.76 -0.63 -0.02 0.68 1.60 2.33 
-1.00 -2.39 -1.75 -0.64 0.06 0.74 1.65 2.13 
N(0,1) -2.33 -1.65 -0.67 0.00 0.67 1.65 2.33 
Table 5.22. Empirical percentiles of t~ for n - 100 
h 
P 1% 5% 25% 50% 75% 95% 99% 
1.00 -2.37 -1.64 -0.69 -0.02 0.69 1.66 2.31 
0.99 -2.07 -1.53 —0.69 -0.03 0.61 1.67 2.41 
0.95 -2.20 -1.53 -0.64 0.00 0.63 1.63 2.30 
0.90 -2.41 -1.63 -0.67 0.00 0.65 1.68 2.44 
0.70 -2.48 -1.58 -0.67 0.05 0.70 1.58 2.45 
0.50 -2.21 -1.60 -0.68 -0.05 0.70 1.64 2.42 
0.25 -2.46 -1.75 -0.69 -0.05 0.68 1.55 2.19 
0.00 -2.54 -1.80 -0.74 0.01 0.73 1.73 2.32 
-0.25 -2.43 -1.70 -0.71 -0.00 0.68 1.71 2.38 
-0.50 -2.28 -1.58 -0.69 -0.05 0.66 1.64 2.26 
-0.70 -2.35 -1.75 -0.68 -0.07 0.67 1.71 2.51 
-0.90 -2.36 -1.65 -0.66 -0.01 0.67 1.71 2.36 
-0.95 -2.17 -1.59 -0.68 -0.07 0.67 1.72 2.31 
-0.99 -2.35 -1.60 -0.66 -0.01 0.72 1.68 2.29 
-1.00 -2.34 -1.60 -0.65 -0.01 0.66 1.62 2.44 
N(0,1) -2.33 -1.65 -0.67 0.00 0.67 1.65 2.33 
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Table 5.23. Empirical percentiles of t~ for n - 100 
p 1% 5% 25% 50% 75% 95% 99% 
1.00 —4.61 -3.69 -2.50 -1.82 -1.16 0.00 0.00 
0.99 -9.35 -5.83 -3.25 -1.92 -1.06 0.13 0.71 
0.95 -3.62 -2.87 -1.72 -0.98 -0.28 0.75 1.61 
0.90 3.13 -2.39 -1.44 -0.68 -0.02 0.92 1.64 
0.70 -2.98 -2.10 -1.14 -0.48 0.22 1.15 1.86 
0.50 -2.55 -2.01 -0.98 -0.27 0.39 1.35 2.19 
0.25 -2.68 -2.02 -0.92 -0.26 0.40 1.51 2.33 
0.00 -2.79 -1.86 -0.86 -0.28 0.40 1.32 2.08 
-0.25 -2.75 -1.75 -0.82 -0.08 0.58 1.43 2.33 
-0.50 -2.72 -1.81 -0.76 -0.05 0.57 1.59 2.29 
-0.70 -2.36 -1.64 -0.73 -0.08 0.59 1.65 2.32 
-0.90 -2.00 -1.42 -0.52 0.13 0.83 1.71 2.40 
-0.95 -1.98 -1.28 -0.44 0.20 0.74 1.62 2.31 
-0.99 -1.42 -1.06 -0.32 0.33 0.98 1.85 2.30 
—1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.41 1.00 1.87 2.51 
N(O.l) -2.33 -1.65 -0.67 0.00 0.67 1.65 2.33 
Table 5.24. Eiq>lrlcal percentiles of t-g for n * 25 
1^ 
P 1% 5% 25% 50% 75% 95% 99% 
1.00 -4.07 -2.29 -0.82 0.00 0.82 2.23 3.92 
0.99 -3.73 -2.25 -0.82 0.02 0.82 2.20 4.20 
0.95 -4.80 -2.42 -0.86 -0.04 0.87 2.35 3.94 
0.90 -4.56 -2.29 -0.75 0.05 0.98 2.77 4.54 
0.70 -3.97 -2.27 -0.84 0.09 0.92 2.56 3.85 
0.50 -3.58 -2.30 -0.92 -0.07 0.78 2.14 3.36 
0.25 -3.01 -1.97 -0.80 -0.05 0.74 1.86 2.86 
0.00 -2.83 -1.94 -0.77 -0.04 0.75 1.91 2.87 
-0.25 -2.88 -1.80 -0.62 0.03 0.69 1.86 2.99 
-0.50 -2.39 -1.76 -0.71 -0.06 0.68 1.71 2.67 
-0.70 -2.45 -1.62 -0.62 0.05 0.76 1.77 2.37 
-0.90 -2.52 -1.59 -0.66 0.04 0.65 1.60 2.24 
-0.95 -2.38 -1.62 -0.63 -0.02 0.67 1.65 2.47 
-0.99 -2.13 -1.56 -0.60 0.05 0.68 1.74 2.53 
-1.00 -2.58 -1.68 -0.69 -0.02 0.70 1.65 2.38 
N(0,1) -2.33 -1.65 -0.67 0.00 0.67 1.65 2.33 
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It Is known that the limiting distribution of the t-statlstlc for 
the estimated p approaches normality for jpj < 1 . However, the 
approach can be quite slow. When p Is close to one, the percentiles 
of t~ In Table 5.26 reflect the fact that the normal approximation Is 
P 
not very close to the empirical distribution. The zeros in the two 
corners of Tables 5.23 and 5.26 are the result of restricting the esti­
mator PjjLiu to the range -1 to 1. The percentiles of t~ for 
negative values can be compared to the percentiles of the Dickey-Fuller 
distribution tabulated in Fuller (1976, Table 8.5.2). The first and 
fifth percentiles of are -3.51 and -2.89 for n • 100 . From Table 
5.23, the estimated first and fifth percentiles of t~ for n = 100 
are -4.61 and -3.69. For n - 25 , the first and fifth percentiles of 
are -3.75 and -3.33. Table 5.26 gives the percentiles of t~ for 
n " 25 . When p " 1 , the first and fifth percentiles of t~ are 
P 
—4.07 and —3.27. 
It is important to note that when p - 1 , the Intercept term in 
the model (5.2.1) is equal to zero. In fact, if the true value of p 
is equal to one, then an intercept in (5.2.1) is to be Interpreted as 
the coefficient of a time trend in the model equation (5.1.1). Since 
the samples In the Monte Carlo study were generated from the model 
(5.1.1), the intercept in the regression is estimating zero. In 
practice, if the error process is believed to be nonstatlonary, one 
would have to decide whether to estimate an Intercept or not. If an 
Intercept is included in the regression, it needs to be interpreted as 
the coefficient of a time trend in the original model. 
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Table 5.25. Empirical percentiles of t% for n - 25 
•^ 2 
p I X  5 Z  25% 50% 75% 95% 99% 
1.00 -2.42 -1.63 -0.65 -0.02 0.70 1.68 2.42 
0.99 -2.21 —1.66 -0.67 -0.09 0.56 1.55 2.20 
0.95 -2.57 -1.83 —0.76 -0.02 0.67 1.77 2.69 
0.90 -2.48 -1.55 -0.54 0.08 0.68 1.63 2.34 
0.70 -2.41 -1.65 -0.63 0.06 0.74 1.78 2.31 
0.50 -2.41 -1.67 -0.70 -0.01 0.69 1.74 2.59 
0.25 -2.55 -1.63 -0.66 0.05 0.71 1.91 2.64 
0.00 -2.42 -1.73 -0.68 -0.01 0.68 1.78 2.79 
-0.25 -2.65 -1.73 -0.65 -0.02 0.65 1.76 2.57 
-0.50 -2.64 -1.81 -0.67 -0.01 0.66 1.72 2.50 
-0.70 -2.26 -1.60 -0.69 -0.03 0.68 1.66 2.62 
—0.90 -2.38 -1.64 -0.65 0.03 0.77 1.70 2.30 
-0.95 -2.23 -1.54 -0.63 -0.03 0.67 1.56 2.37 
-0.99 -2.35 -1.56 -0.63 -0.02 0.68 1.70 2.49 
—1.00 -2.41 -1.74 -0.67 -0.05 0.68 1.53 2.23 
N(0,1) -2.33 -1.65 -0.67 0.00 0.67 1.65 2.33 
Table 5.26. Empirical percentiles of t~ for n - 25 
P 
P 1% 5% 25% 50% 75% 95% 99% 
1.00 -4.07 -3.27 -2.31 -1.70 -1.08 0.00 0.00 
0.99 -14.90 -9.37 -4.99 -2.93 -1.64 0.11 0.18 
0.95 -5.09 -4.06 -2.56 -1.65 -0.85 0.39 0.69 
0.90 -3.94 -3.15 -1.98 -1.24 -0.55 0.52 1.30 
0.70 -3.41 -2.52 -1.52 -0.88 -0.17 0.96 2.03 
0.50 -3.47 -2.38 -1.32 -0.57 0.09 1.31 2.66 
0.25 -2.89 -2.16 -1.18 -0.53 0.12 1.21 2.16 
0.00 -3.02 -2.23 -1.12 -0.37 0.25 1.33 2.35 
-0.25 -2.55 -1.94 -0.97 -0.33 0.36 1.43 2.29 
—0.50 -2.83 -1.80 -0.82 -0.25 0.34 1.29 1.95 
-0.70 -2.47 -1.69 -0.74 -0.14 0.50 1.30 2.10 
-0.90 -2.06 -1.44 -0,51 0.14 0.68 1.60 2.15 
-0.95 -1.72 -1.10 -0.42 0.23 0.78 1.49 2.05 
-0.99 -0.80 -0.55 -0.22 0.30 0:88 1.54 2.10 
-1.00 0 0 0 0.42 0.94 1.68 2.34 
N(0,1) -2.33 -1.65 —0.67 0,00 0.67 1.65 2.33 
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5.4 Nonlinear Least Squares Based on all the Observations 
The nonlinear least squares estimation procedure described In 
Section 5.2 Is based on the model equation (5.2.1). The model equation 
for the first observation is 
- gg + BjXjj + ggXgi + "i (5.4.1) 
where u^  Is defined In (5.1.1). For values of p such that 
|p| < 1 , u^  Is a normal random variable with mean zero and variance 
(1 - p2) ^  . For p such that |p| * 1 , u^  Is a normal random 
variable with mean zero and variance one. Therefore, we may rewrite 
model (5.1.1) as, 
"l " 'o * Vzi * "l ' 
\ - "> + 6l«U - + «2«2t - + "Vl + «C > 
t • 2, ..., n , (5.4.2) 
where u^  and {e^ } are defined In (5.1.1). Estimation of the model 
(5.4.2), by Gauss-Newton method Involves a regression on the derlvltlves 
of the model with respect to the parameters. See Section 5.5 of Fuller 
(1976) for a description of the method. Table 5.27 gives the columns of 
derivatives. We denote the derivatives by (ûBq)^  , (Ag^ )^  , etc. In 
order to Include the first observation In the regression, we need to 
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Table 5.27. Columns of derivatives 
. « (Agi)t (A*2)t (Ap)^  
1 1 
*11 *21 0 
2 1 - p 
*12 " P*ll *22 ~ P*2l "1 
n 1 — p 
*ln - P*ln-1 *2n ~ P*2n-1 "n-1 
adjust for the variance of the error In the first observation. In this 
section, we coiq>are different ways of treating the first observation, 
when estimating the parameters of the model (5.4.2) by nonlinear least 
squares. 
The nonlinear least squares estimators of (g^ , gg, p) obtained by 
leaving the first observation out of the regression defined by the 
variables of Table 5.27 are denoted by ggNLIN' ^ NLIN^  * These 
estimators are the same as the nonlinear least squares estimators pre­
sented In Section 5.2. Using the variables of Table 5.27 one 
estimates gg rather than 8^ (1 - p) , as was done In Section 5.2. If 
the estimator of p , denoted by p^ ^^  , exceeded one In an iteration, 
then the coefficient of (ABg^ t set equal to zero by deleting the 
column for (Agg)^ . . The estimator Pjjmj was restricted to the 
interval [-1, 1] . 
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A second estimator for (G^ , gg, p) Is obtained by performing an 
additional iteration, using P2NLIN* ^ NLIN^  start values 
and including the first observation. If p^ ^^  is less than one in 
absolute value then we weighted the first observation by 
(1 - P^ jjj) . If PjjLm is equal to one in absolute value then we 
Included the first observation as it is in Table 5.27 and set 
(A0q)j. - 0 , for t - 2, ..., n . The columns of derivatives for the 
two cases are displayed in Tables 5.28 and 5.29. The estimator for 
gg) > obtained using the weighted first observation Is denoted by 
^^ IWNLIN' ®2WNLIN^  ' 
It is known that the estimator p^ g^ of p described in Section 
5.2 is biased towards zero. The figures in Table 5.5 and 5.6 indicate 
that the same is true for . In fact, the bias Increases as 
Table 5.28. Columns of derivatives with weights for |p[jnu| < 1 
t (i9o>t <"l>t (A02)t (Ap)^  
1 (J - p2) ''2 (1 - p2) (1 - p2) 0 
2 (1 - P) 
*12 " P*ll *22 ~ "*21 "1 
n (1 - P) 
*ln ~ P*ln-i *2n ~ P*2n-1 "n-1 
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Table 5.29. Columns of derivatives with weights for 1 
t (A3o)t (ABl't (Agg); (Ap)^  
1 1 
*11 *21 ° 
2 0 
*12 ~ P*ll *22 " P*21 "l 
n 0 
*ln - P*ln-1 *2n " P*2n-1 "n-1 
p gets close to one. A downward bias In , makes the weighting 
factor, (1 - , too large. From the results In Lee (1981), we 
have 
E(PoLg) - P - (1 + 3p)(n - 3)"1 , (5.4.3) 
where the approximation Is up to 0(n ^ ) terms. On the basis of 
(5.4.3) we used 
"3) (1 + (5.4.4) 
to construct the weight for first observation. The estimators 
^^ IWNLIN» ^ 2WNLIN^  ' ®^1' ^ 2^  ' obtained by Including the first 
observation weighted by (1 - P^ jjj) ^  • While computing the estimators 
I^WNLIN ®2WNLIN * N^LIN "sed to weight the first observation 
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and was used to compute the derivatives for  the remaining 
observations. For values of very close to one the column of 
table 5.28 Is very close to the column of zeros, thus presenting 
computational difficulties. Therefore, in actual computation we used 
N^LIN ' Instead of Pjjlin » determine whether to use the derivatives 
given in Table 5.28 or those given in Table 5.29. 
Tables 5.30 and 5.31 give the results of one thousand Monte Carlo 
replications. As in Section 5.3 we conqiare the estimators with 
generalized least squares estimators. Tables 5.30 and 5.31 give the 
ratio of enqilrlcal variance of the nonlinear least squares estimators to 
the engiirical variance of the generalized least squares estimators of 
the corresponding parameters. 
Figures in Tables 5.30 and 5.31 indicate that including the first 
observation with weight decreases the efficiency of the nonlinear least 
squares estimator for values of p close to one. For values of p 
close to zero the weighted procedures are superior to omitting the first 
observation. Again, as seen in Section 5.2, estimation of , the 
coefficient of the random walk, is less efficient than estimation of 
$2 > the coefficient of the independently and identically distributed 
regressor. 
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Table 5.30. Ratio of variance of the nonlinear least squares estimators 
of 3^  to variance of generalized least squares estimator 
for n - 25 
p I^NLIN ®1WNLIN ®1WNLIN 
1.00 1.21 1.17 1.18 
0.99 1.28 2.03 2.13 
0.95 1.32 1.51 1.57 
0.90 1.32 1.40 1.45 
0.70 1.31 1.25 1.27 
0.50 1.25 1.18 1.18 
0.25 1.18 1.10 1.10 
0.00 1.16 1.08 1.08 
-0.25 1.08 1.01 1.01 
-0.50 1.04 0.99 0.99 
-0.70 1.01 0.99 0.99 
-0.90 1.00 1.01 1.01 
-0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00 
-0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 
-1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 
Table 5.31. Ratio of variance of the nonlinear least squares estimators 
of $2 to variance of generalized least squares estimator 
for n - 25 
P 
*2NLIN *2WNLIN *2WNLIN 
1.00 1.02 1.00 1.00 
0.99 1.06 1.15 1.17 
0.95 1.07 1.06 1.07 
0.90 1.08 1.05 1.06 
0.70 1.11 1.06 1.06 
0.50 1.15 1.09 1.08 
0.25 1.14 1.07 1.07 
0.00 1.14 1.07 1.06 
-0.25 1.12 1.06 1.06 
-0.50 1.07 1.03 1.03 
-0.70 1.04 1.01 1.01 
-0.90 1.02 1.00 1.00 
-0.95 1.01 1.00 0.99 
-0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 
-1.00 1.00 0.90 0.9" 
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